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I • 
The self-diffusion coefficients of Mel, and Et-, riPr-
isoPr-, nBu-, isoBu- .9.li.d secBu-iodides and bromides were determined 
by application of the capillary tube method and using iodine-131 
and bromine-82 for labelling the corrq;ounds. Viscosities were 
measured for those compounds for which the data in the literature 
were insufficient for calculation .of energies of activation. 
The diffusion coefficients were of the order of 2 x 10-5 
~sec~1 with activation energies of 2 kcal./mole; determined from 
plots of log D/T versus 1/T. The temperatures at which coefficients 
0 
were measured were 7.35, 19.35 and 30.00 C. The activation energies 
measured agreed with those for viscous flow as is required by the 
theories of Frenkel and Eyring. It was found that D 7/T was 
reasonably constant for each compound as is to be expect~d from the 
relatiC1J:1Ships derived by these workers and from the Stokes-Einstein 
equation. Parameter values calGUlated from these various 
relationships were, however, in very poor agreement with 'ihe 
expected values; those for the Stokes-Einstein equation were the 
most reasonable. Further application of 'ihe Frenkel and Eyring 
theories to the experimental resul 'is and to the results in the 
literature, :i.ndicate tnat these theories are only very approximate. 
Self-diffusion coefficients of ethyl and n-butyl iodides 
were measured in mixtures of different compositions. These 
coefficients differed from one another and were concentration 
dependent. Viscosities were also measured at different c~sitions 
of the mixture and D "'"'/ values at a fixed temperature were found to 
I 
be reasonably constant for both series of results. Activation 
energies for the self-diffusion of 'Jhe two compounds at a fixed 
composition were in fair agreement with those for the pure compounds 
as well as vvi th that for the viscosity of the mixture. The 
self-diffusion coefficients were discussed in relation to the 
intrinsic and interdiffusion coefficients. 011. the assumption that 
these mixtures are very nearly ideal the self~fusion coefficients 
. I 
i ' 
were taken to be equal to the intrinsic coefficients ~d 
interdiffusion coefficients were calculated at different 
compositions. These interdiffusion coefficiontc ,-,urc fm.u11::: to 
be concentration dependent but to a lesser degree than the 
self-diffusion coefficients • 
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THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
1.1. A Theoretical Discussion 
1.1.1. Introduction 
In the study of surface diffusion( 1) of gases in a porous 
material it was found that the diffusion coefficient obtained in the 
. mul tllayer region gave values ·which were of the same order, though 
higher, than those to be expected for self-diffusion coefficients of 
liquids. In a search of the literature for self-diffUsion data, 
. i with which the results could be compared, the paucity· of results was 
I 
immediately apparent. The present work was accordingly undertaken 
. in an attempt to fur.nish further data. 
The lower alkyl halides chosen for this study are liquids 
at normal temperatures and can be readily labelled vdth radioactive 
I • 
1 l.Sotopes. The self ... diffusion coefficients have been measured as 
carefully as possible and considerable attention paid to reproducibility 
and accuracy of results .. In this investigation the techniques for 
· handling the isotopes concerned and of measuring self-diffusion 
coefficients were successfully mastered and it was felt that similar 
!methods should be applied to the study of binary mixtures. A suitable 
·
1 system was selected and the self-diffusion coefficients of the 
:individual constituents determined. 
1.,1 •. 2 •. Definition of DiffUsion and Viscosity 
Diffusion is the process in vfhich a material progresses by 
nature of its thennal motion from a position of higher to one of 
lov.rer concentration.- In a solution., therefore, whilst the solute 
moves.in one direction, the solvent moves the opposite w~. The 
rate of movement is dependent on a diffusion coefficient which·is a 
j constant at a fixed temperature.. According to Fickts> Law( 2) the 
quantity ds of substances diffusihg from ·an area A,· in time dt, when 
the concentration gradient :Ls -. da/dx,, ·is given by 
ds = -DA da dt ax- •.•••••••..••••• ~ 1 ~. 
.... 2 -
. . 2 ~ 
The diffusion coefficient D th't.ls has the dimensions leng~h X time. 
(measured in the c.:g.s. ·system in cm2, sec"":1 ) and is numerically. 
equal to the quantity of material which passes through unit· area in 
' tm.it time when the concentration grad~ent :is tm.ity. The gra.dic:;int 
is always negative since diffusion occurs only in the direction of 
d~creasing concentration. 
. . lt 
Though diffusion must be measured for molecules that 
differ from one another, it is obvious that even in an homogeneous 
medium thermal motion must cause ·each molecule to move through the 
i "INhale volume o:ocupied by the mediU.m, at a definite rate. Diffusion 
of a material L~ itself is named self-diffusion and cannot be 
measured for molecules completely identical with one another, but, 
if a group of molecules can be labelled in such a way that the 
molecular weight is virtually unchanged, it is possible to measure 
a diffusion coefficient which can be regarded as a close approximation 
to the self-diffusion coefficient of the compound concerned. In the 
present case, halogen atoms in the lower alkyl bromides and·iodides 
82 131 . have been replaced by Br and I 1Sotopes, the half-lives of which 
are respectively, 35.87(3) and 192.06 hours( 4). Molecular weights 
have thus been increased by tvro and four for the bromides and iodides, 
respectively. This increase should have only a slight effect on the 
coefficients. 
In the investigation of thermal molecular motion, diffusion, 
viscosity and heat conductivity are grouped as transport properties 
and are thus related. Data on viscosities of pure liquids are 
fairly extensive and where deficient can be readily supplemented, so 
that it was decided to compare self-diffusion coefficients vdth the 
corresponding viscosities. Viscosities have had to be evaluated for 
the temperatures at vihich diffusion coefficients were determined and 
the energies of activation calculated. :For four of the compounds 
the available data were insufficient and viscosities were detennined 
at the required temperatures· .. 
*The term "molecule'" is used throughout cS~Pd should be taken as a 




In the equation. 
· P = · -ha."!V/ ax 
xy·· I ••.••.• ,.. • ~ • .., .• ;. • ' .!2 
~ is the coefficient bf viscosity which is numerically equal to the: 
force per uriit area Pxy' measured in dynes em;; acting on one squar<;l 
em. parallel to the reference· plane an4 such that the velocity gradient . 
dv/d.x, between the two parallel planes separated by unit distance, ).s. 
unity. In the c.g.s. system the unit of' viscosity, the pca~se1 is 
-1 -1 
expressed as gram em. 'sec. ' The reciprocal of' the viscosity 
coefficient is lmmivn as the fluidity •• 
1.1.3. Diffusion and Viscosity in the Gaseous and Liquid States 
Although the interest of this work is centred primarily. 
on diffusion in liquids it is of interest to consider the relatio~hip 
betvfeen the above two properties in the gaseous state •. · 
In a gas i~ is only because each molecule. undergoes continuous. 
collisions vvith its fellows that diffusion takes place at a ~lower rete 
~l'liin the average molecular. velocity ~i· It is clear from this that the 
mean free path,· l, of the molecule is closely connected with. the rate 
of diffusion.· Application of simple kinetic theory leads to the 
relationship that 
D = ! c 1 ·········~~~~ 3 .. 
By applying the ~vellian distribution of' velocities, a coefficient 
of i is obtained;. A coefficient equal to 0. 601 is derived by Chapman (5) 
for rigid elastic spheres in an elaborate and rigorous treatment which 
takes into account that the distribution of velocities, in transport 
processes, is ·no longer purely Maxwellian. 
Viscosity or internal friction arises as a shear force 
betwi9€in parts of a fluid moving at different relative speeds,. Imagine 
two parallel planes in a gas, such tha:t molecules in one plane have a 
constant and tmidirectionaJ...velocity impressed upon them rel~tive to 
those in the other plane. The kinetic energy due to this motion is 
additional to the average kin€rtic ·energy which is conunon to mo;t..ecules 
in both planes. Owing to·random the:rmzll m6tion. mblem~es ·in either 
plane vvill~ from time to time, collide and interchange with those ih 
the other plane. This interchange produces a constant transfer of 
translational momentum, which would cause the relative translational 
velocity of- the planes to approach zero, unless it were maintained 
by some external agency •. The force required to overcome the transfer 
of momentum is measured as·. viscosity;. 
Sirn,ple ki.net:i;q theory leads to the relationship 
•.• •·•·• ............... 4 
·where pis the dens~ty._ If a Maxwellian velocity distribution is 
assumed, the numerical coefficient is ~·- The Chapman~Enskog( 6 ) 
theory leads to a coefficient equal to 0.499 for rigid spheres. 
In geher?J., _.,-/-is independent of pressure or density at a 
given terr;peratl;l.r6, and D is inversely proportional t6 pressure. From 
equation 3 and 4, fD =., and, . in the rigorous theory, 
fD = K '7 • _. • • • • • ., •.•.• • . 5 
vmere K depends on the law of interaction between molecules and is 
equal to 1. ~04 for rigid spheres •. 
The foregoing treatment cannot be applied to liquids, since 
it tru{es no account of the facts that (i) the volume of the molecules 
is a large fraction of the total volume, ( ii) each molecule move·s 
continuously in a field of intermolecular forces. The former of 
. . . . . 
these effects have. been approached. quantitatively by Enskog t s theory (7) 
.for dense gases consisting of rigid, spherical molecules• • In such 
gases, intermolecular forces are ignored, and attention is directed 
wholly to the effects of molecular size. Two effects can be 
distinguished •. First,·· if a gas is compressed until the volume of 
the molecules is an app~cia:ble fraction of the total gas volume, 
collisions take place at Y times the rate expected if the gas 
consisted of point molecules, where Y).1 and Y tends to 1 at lmv 
pressures. - This ·.slov.rs down the rate of molecular interchange, so 
that the self-diffusion. coefficient decreases to 1/Y times the value 
calculated for point molecules._ __ , Since the- kinetic transport of 
momentum which, gives rise to gaseous viscosities is influenced the 
same way, a corresponding decrease of viscosity is to be expected. 
.... 5 -
A second effect, hov~ver, also comes into play which affects 
viscosity but not diffusion. Vfhen rigid molecules collide, there is 
an instantaneous transfer of momentwn from the centre of one to the 
·centre of the other. This "collisional transport 11 of momentum is 
additional to the kinetic transport, and so tends to increase viscosity. 
It is negligible for point molecules i.e. for gases at low pressures, 
but it becomes the dominant mode of transport of momentum in dense gases. 
Thus, as a gas is compressed, diffusion and viscosity vary 
in different ways. This is ~llustrated by calculated values of ~ and 
of relative values of ·fD for nitrogen at 50°C. (8) in table 1. For an 
ideal gas, both of these should be constant at the values for low 
pressures; taken arbitrarily as unity for pn. Actually, in the 
dense gas, pD decreases steadily, while '/, on the other hand 
increases. 
Table 1 : 
Calculated values of rr; and relative values of ;on 
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The agreement between experimental and calculated values of ·~ shows 
that Enskog's theory is remarkably successful. In applying his theory 
to the results of Warburg and Babo( 9) on the viscosity of carbon 
dioxide, Enskog attained the same degree of success at a temperature 
(4o.3°C.) slightly above the critical temperature (31.1°C.), eve~ at a 
pressure (115 atmospheres) which is about one and a half times the 
. ( 10) 
critical pressure (73 atmospheres) • 
- 6- .. 
It might thus appear that Enskog 1 s · theory bridges the main 
gap between the behaviour of gases and of liquids • If this were the 
. 
case, the position could be smamarised briefly by stating that there 
is no fundamental change in the mechanism of diffusion, but that 
viscosity undergoes a marked change of mechanism and, in so doing, 
loses its close reiationship to diffusion. 
The inadequacy of the theory appears when we turn to 
temperature coefficients. In gases consist~ of rigid spheres, 
both diffusion and visco'sity increase in proportion to the square root 
of the absolute temperature, and the same applies to Enskog's dense 
gas. In liquids, (i) temperature coefficients are very much larger 
and variation with temperature generally follows an exponential 
relationship, indicating that an energy of activation is involved; 
(ii) wl1ile diffusion continues to increase with temperature, viscosity 
decreases; (iii) diffusion and viscosity do not appear to be unrelated, 
since there is plentiful evidence that diffusion and reciprocal 
viscosity (fluidity) vary with temperature at much the same rate, a 
behaviour which may be contrasted with equation 5 (p~~). Thus for a 
gas DJ; = · fo "~ilst for a liquid D ;" = a constant dependent on 
equations 16, 18 and 23 (pp.15 ru1d 17). Effects (i) and (ii) also 
characterise dense gases.. Thus, while viscosity of carbon dioxide at 
40°C agrees well vv.ith Enskog's theory; Phillips(11 ) has sho~ that its 
teJ1!Perature coefficient in the same range changes from a small positive 
value at low pressures to large negative values at pressures above 80 
atmospheres. Similar results for ether vapour have been obtained by 
Schroer and Becker( 12). It is clear that Enskog 1 s theory breaks down 
with respect to temperature coefficient due to its neglect of the 
intermolecular field of force. 
1.1.4. Andrade's Theory of Liquid Viscosities(13 ) 
Enskog's theory of viscosity in dense gases indicates that 
the donunant mechanism is collisional transfer of moment~ Andrade 
has developed a theory of viscosity in liquids which assumes that 
collisional transfer is dominant, but :eJ1!Ploys it in a different way. 
-7-
He visualises a transfer of momentum between molecules in two 
parallel planes, one of which has a constant unid~ctionaJ. velocity 
impressed upon it relative to the other. In a liquid; : as :in a 
solid, each molecule is confined to a relatiyely fixed position by 
its neighbours and the transfer of momentum cannot occur by molecular 
interchange between the planes.· Because of its thermaJ. energy, 
however, each molecule vibrates rapidly and collides with its 
neighbours, both in its own plane and :in the adjacent planes. The 
period of contact is, he assGmes, of sufficient duration for two 
. colliding moleculea to acquire a common translational velocity. In 
this way momentum is transferred between the adjacent planes, and the 
tangential force between them is equivalent to the viscosity. 
Andrade assumes that planes of molecules are moving 
relatively to one another in viscous flow and exchanging momenturn 
by collisions, but he finds no necessity to provide a molecular 
mechanism for their motion.- Neither does he derive u relationzhip 
between diffusion and viscosity. These features are to be expected 
of a mechanism of collisional transfer of momentum and apply equally 
well to Enskog 1 s more rigorous theory for dense gases. Andrade 1 s 
theory of liquid viscosities must therefore be regarded as arising 
from analogy between liquid and gaseous states rather than between 
liquid and solid states. 
Theories of viscosity based on.analogy to the solid state 
ignore'trru:sfer of momentum by either a kinetic or a collisional 
mechanism. Instead; viscous flow is considered to to .. ke place as a 
. relaxation of shear stress brought about by the same proces3es as 
are responsible for diffusion, so that fluidity and diffusion vary 
in proportion to one another. Before dealing ~vith relaxation 
theories of viscosity, diffusion in solids and extension of similar 
ideas to the liquid state will first be considered. 
1. ~. 5. Diffusion :i.:n :the Solid State 
Iri a pei'fect ccyst::.\iiine solid every molecule occupies 
a regUlar eqUilibriUm po~ition ·and the:hil!:ll motion is confmed to 
- 8-
vibration about that position. It stands to reason that for a 
molecule to move it must have somewhere to move to. Thermal motion 
must produce a certain proportion of defects due to motion of the 
most energetically vibrating molecules. In addition to these 
i 
I • defects there are imperfections which have been produced during the 
life of the solid, for example, in growth. 
Let us consider these defects as holes in the lattice, 
that is, vacant sites or interstitial positions of sufficient size 
to accommodate a molecule~ Molecules possessing sufficient thermal 
energy to escape from their equilibrium positions can then move into 
these holes. Frenkel(14) envisaged this as an activated process and 
in order to get an idea of the frequency of. escape, 1/ y , he used a 
simplified approximate equation derived according to the concept of a 
potential barrier (see figure 1). The time between escapes 
£/kT so that the frequency of escape is trough is "!"" 
from the 
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Fig.1 : Potential-energy barrier 
for molecular movement. 
where £ , the energy cif activation 
for a single molecule, is the depth 
of the trough and 1" 0 is the period 
of free vibration of the molecule 
in the bottom of the trough. 
Any molecule possessing the energy [ is able to move from 
its equilibrium position to the top of the barrier. From there it 
may, of course, return to its original position, but if it possesses 
an energy slightly in excess of E , it can move the distc.nce t into 
an adjacent hole or, if there is no imnediately available hole, the 
movement will·tru(e place interstitially into a more distant hole. 
Alternatively, and of some import~ce for diffusion in the liquid 
state, another mode of movement is that of interchange of position of 
two adjacent molecules. In these ways the molecules diffuse through 
the. solid and since each.molecule moving into a hole must have left a 
vacant site, one can also regard it as diffusion of holes :in the 
... 9 -
~posite directio~ 
By virtue of thermal motion, the foregoing processes produce 
continual random interchange in position of the molecules. In the 
presence of a concentration gradient this interchange gives rise to 
diffusion. In relating this motion to the diffusion coefficient, 
Frenkel(i 4) made use of the Einstein relationship(i5). As motions are 
completely random the displacement of an individual molecule along any 
given axis, say the x-axis ,_ will be nullified by an eque.l movement of 
another molecule in the opposite direction so that in time t the 
average displacement for all molecules vvill be zero. Each individual 
i molecule, hovvever, vvill have moved a certain distance,- and the most 
probable value of this, irrespective of direction along the chosen 
axis, will be given by the root mean square displacement, l.l x• 
It has been shown by Einstein( 15) and Smoluchowski (16) that 
the relationship betvveen self~diffusion and the root mean square 
displacement parallel to the x-axis is 
42 
D = X. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7~ 
2t 
If ~ is the root mean square displacement in SJ?ace, then 
..6 2 = 4\ 2 = b 2 = ~ 2 , where 6 and l:i · are the root mean 
X y Z y · ' Z 
:·· 
square displacements parnllel to the y- and z~axe:s. In purely random 
motion the statistical average t;2 = i\1- = j;Z = ~ · iiJ and 
X -y Z 
by substitution in equation 7, we have 
- A2 
D = 6t •••..•.•....• s~ 
The usefulness of this expression depends on measurements' of b in 
an arbitrary t:i.me t,. This has been possible in the case of colloid 
particles, the Brownian movement of which can be followed in a 
microscope, as has been used in the classical experiments of Perrin ( i?) 
to calculate the diffusion coefficient. 
Frenkel ( 14) has utilised this relationship to obtain an 
expression for D in so1ids; 
2 
D = 0 
61' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 .. 
This is obt8.ined by taking the arbitrary time, t, as the average time, 
- 10-
"(. , between successive jurnps. In each jump, a molecule moves a 
distance ~ ; which is therefore substituted for 6. . Ass~tions 
made· are that (i) an arbitrary fixed tiille may be replaced by an 
average time of jumping, and (ii) a fixed distance of jump may 
replace an average displacement. : Furthermore the relationship 
D = B 2/6 '1 · assumes co~letely rapdom motion which is not possibl~ 
in crystals in which the hole .is· surrounded by a regular arrangement 
of molecules which may j~ into it. The equation can therefore 
only be regarded as an approximate type and the last objection is 
best covered by using a numerical factor other than 6, particularly 
as Frenl{el's: use of this factor is not justified on the basis of the 
derivation of equation 8 but is dependent on the assumption that 1/6 
of the molecules move in one direction. along one axis. Thus for 
bodY""Cehtred and face-centred cubic· crystals, factors of 24 nnd 12, 
respectively, have been derived by Wert and Zener(1S). 
Frenkel assumes that since the interchange of molecules 
involves an activation e:riergy, the time 'f ·in equation 9 may be 
related to the time of vibration and the temperature as is given in 






•-·•:·~. •.• • • • • • • • 10 •. 
In solids, therefore, D is expected to increase exponentialLy with 
temperature. This is in contrast to the slow increase in gases which 
is proportional to the square root of the absolute te~erature. The 
temperature relationship for solids has been repeatedly established 
and is generally accepted. 
1.1.6 •. Analogy between the Liquid and Solid States 
~ .. : 
That the liquid state is similar to the solid rather tha:n. to 
the gaseous state is borne out by the fact that on fusion the volume 
of a sol.id is increased by only a small amount; about 10 per cent. 
The molecular arrangement in a liquid near the temperature of 
crystailisation must therefore be very like that of the solid. 
I 
..... 11 
As heats of fusion are very much smaller than heats of vaporisation, 
this indicates that cohesive forces between the molecules must 
decrease only slightly on fusio~ Further evidence of the 
similarity of the liquid to the solid state is that the specific 
heat of a condensed body is only altered slightly on fusion. This 
means that the heat motion in a liquid remains fundamenta.ll.y the 
same as in a solid, reducing mainly to small vibrations about 
equilibrium positions and ilJ. the case of diatomic or more complex 
molecules, to rotational oscillations about certain equilibrium 
ori.entations. 
A practical consideration is that X-ray structure analysis 
has indicated that the molecular arrangement of a liquid is ve~ 
different from the disorder of the gaseous state. Over short 
distances it is similar to that of the solid to which the liquid 
crystallises~ Short range or local order is evident but there is 
a loss of long range order which gives a liquid its amorphous 
structure and in rrd,nor respects, its similarity to a gas. Solids 
themselves are seldom found in the form of· a single crystal but are 
composed of polycrystalline aggregates and from a roughly 
macroscopic point of view are as isotropic as liquids. 
Yvith increasing temperature solids and liquids expand 
normally and in solids this expansion may be due to increase in 
the intepmolecular distance as well as to increase in the number of 
holes~ In a liquid, however, the expansion is due almost entirely 
to the latter process and further, vVhereas the holes in a solid can 
be distinguished and referred to lattice or interstitial positions, 
in a liquid any rupture of sufficient magnitude is in fact a hole. 
From the foregoing it is evident that a liquid is similar 
to a solid in particular near the point of crystallisation. With 
rise in temperature, however, the liquid must approach more 
closely to a gas since the number of holes becomes larger and 
larger and short range order tends to disappear so that the 
molecules moving indiyhl.ually are in random motion akin to that in 
a gas. This condition v~:Ul only be approached in the vicinity of 
the critical density., 
...... 12 ;.. 
Analogy petween i:iquid and gaseous states is based ·mn.inly 
on the fact that both a,re fluid and do not possess rigidity. .This 
is not a satisfactory basis because no substance is completely rigid. 
As is ernphas:i_S;~ed later rigidity 'is essentially a manifestation of 
high viscosit.y, It is tr:ue that the fluidity of liquids is higher· 
than would be expected for their densities in comparison vvith 
crysta].line so],ids" This is·unquestionab1y connected with the 
; ran4o!ll :~rtwqt1We and the absence of fixed positions in spac@ which 
.c:haraq~e:p~se a cr;vstal lattiCe~ Ap in a solid each mo],ecl.lle is 
coni<a:ined b;y its r1eighbours and must spend most of its time 
o~c~lating in an apppoximately constant position. The difference 
from a f'IO:J.id is that thi::; position is not fixed in space but is 
i t~elf slowly 4rifting about. 
1,1, 7, Application to Diffusion and Viscosity in Pu;t'e LiqUids 
As has peen shown it is to be expected that in liquids as 
in solids, the:re are vacant ;:;ites although these are not as 
definite in s~ze apd character as in solids. It is not unreasonable 
to assume that the main factor in diffusion is an occasional. jUIT!P 
fJ:'.om a position in which a molecule vibrates amongst neighbouring 
molecuJ_e::;, to an adjacent hole. This step by step wandering which 
is the basis of the kinetic theory of liquids must be faster than 
in solids. In addition this movement will be of a simpler nature 
in liquids due to the absence of definite lattice sites and 
interstices. Movement may also occur by interchange of position 
of two adjacent molecules, the one molecule rolling around the 
other, In this way movement can take place without there being a 
full size hole into which the molecule can move. 
Frenkel ( 14) has used the forego~ anal.ogy to apply 
equations 9 and ·10, which were derived for solids, to liquids. Thus 
D = 
. 2 s - f/k:r e 
where S is an average distance between adjacent equilibriwn 
positions... In the appii:cation of this equation to the· case of a 
L 
.,. 1J. -
liquid the use of the factor 6 is perhaps more valid since there 
is no definite molecular arrangement and hence fewer limitations 
on the direction of jumpi~g. In cases where steric hindrance might 
restrict movement the factor might well. vary between the extreme 
values which are encountered fo; solids:( 18) and 6; as progress is 
made from the I)le1ting to the boiling JX)int. 
Let. us now consider viscous flovv and the. relationsi1ip 
which exists between diffusion and viscosity. · This can be 
' . . . . . . . 
approached by regardin.g. viscosi ti as a relaxation proces~. The 
idea of viewing viscosity in this way was first put forvvard b~ 
, I\fuxwell ( 19). Suppose that a rigid body is placed under a shear 
.1 stress. As a.re~ult, .it _undergoes a shear strain and if it is 
completely rigid a constant shear stress will be necessary to 
1 mainta.in a constant shear strain. Suppose, however, that processes 
take place in the body so that at constant shear strain the shoar 
stress decreases, that is, it is said to undergo relaxation and 
after a time the deformed .shape vv:ill be retained permanently without 
any stress. Conversely, if a constant shear stress is maintained 
the same process of relaxation will give rise to a constant rate of 
shear, that is viscous flow. It follows from this view that 
rigidity and viscosity are not mutually exclusive but that rigid:JitY 
is a manifestation of high viscosity.· 
Maxwell 1 s theory was essentially phenomenological as it 
did not deal with the mechanism of :t;"elaxation. vre can see, 
however, that if a solid body is exposed to a shear stress the 
continual molecular interchange, which is responsible for diffusion 
in solids will also lead to relaxation and hence to viscous flov~ 
Since the same process is responsible for both~ a direct , 
relationship between dif:fusion and fluidity should result". In 
crystalline solids such a relationship between diffusion and 
. . 
viscosity is in actual fact obscured since flow or plastic 
deformation in such solids is characterised by the process of "slip 11 •• 
It should apply, however,, to amoJ:llhqus solids such as glasses, and 
to liquids. 
- .. 14. -. .; 
Freb.kel first. applied this concept to liquid viscosities ( 14) 
I and derived his equati:on as follows: Let the i'J.ow of a liqui,d t0ke 
1 place in a positive direction along the x-axiS, vvi:th t.l:le a"Verage 
• velocity, supexo;lmposed on the normal therma.l motion, increasing in 
the direction of the y-axis. Consider a layer_Of liquid vnth 
1 
thickness ~ il:. el).closed between, the planel!l y ;: y 0 and y = y 0 + c 1 
where S is the average d,istt:mee between two equllibrium positions. 
If the lovrer plane is regarded as stationary then the plane under 
cons:l.deration moves ·with a veloc.ity Vx = ~~ ;x1 ,8 • This motion 
must be ascribed to the force by whiqh the plane is pulled in the 
positive direction by the shearirtg force• If the shearing foroe 
referred to unit area is Pxy' then the force ~~ting on each molecule 
is F = P xy o 2 since S 2 may be taken as an approx~tnate measure of the 
area of a molecule .in a pltme_, Each molecule vibrates llbout its 
equilibrium position, oc9asionally jumping to the next equilib~ium 
position. The effect ofF is to favour j~s in the direction ofF~ 
with the result that the molecule dr·ifts in this direction with s. 
jerky motion, but at a constant average spec~, As all molecules 
in the plane are similarly affected, this is the velocity eif movement 
of the plane a.S a whole, that is Vx• We· can write 
••••••••••••• 12 
~ ~ > • • ... • • • ~ .. • • 
if q is the mobility prod;uce(i, that is, .. the ro.te with which a 
I 
molecule must move when unit force is impressed upon it. 
( ,-.V ~ • ·... - !.~.X .. Putt:mg v._.. ~ (;7:i.. b 
.. A (.;.y 
· the velocity g::radient and the shearing force 
4/)Vx r' ; 
--- = q·o P.xy·: 
~'Gy 
••••••••••••• 1) 
By definition~~x = 1 
. ~y . . "TJ 
'?·=.·q\ 
p 
x:y and theref'pre 
.. ~• ... •:...• ..... -... 
which is alwa;ys applicable when the relaxation proc:ess i~ involvgd. 
.14 
For a colloidal suspension in which the colloid parlioles 
were moving rando:rnJ.y, Einstein( i5) found the diffusion coefficient, 
D, to be given by 
D. :: _jg, -r 
- 15 -
vihere k is Boltzmann's constant and f is the frictional resistance 
of the medium on a moving particle when this moves with an average 
velocity v uhder the force exerted on it b~ the osmotic pressure. 
If this force moves the particle ·against the frictional resistance 
at t.mit velocity it will be equal to f and the mobility q = J/f. 
The Einsteiri equation thus becomes D = qkT for these conditions. 
Frenkel uses this relationship be~veen the diffusion 
coefficient and the mobility for the evaluation of ~ by substitution 




DO' • • • • • • • • • • . • • 16 
= ~.;2 and since D _ D 
67;' 
'7 .= 
e - ~kT 
6kTf 
0 
accor9.ing to equation 10 
e f/16: 
••••••••••••• 
The Einstein relationship was not derived originally for molecules 
which require an energy of activation. !renkel derived a general 
17 ~ 
relationship between D and.q for such molecules, and showed that it 
reduced to the Einstein equation when F is very much smaller than kT 
as is true for all normal cases of viscous flow. He assumed that 
this equation is equally applic3ble for a molecule moving in a 
medium which consists of identical molecules. 
It is of interest to note that equation 16 m~ be compared 
with the Stokes-Einstein relationship forD and ·~ • In this. 
the proportionality constant is derived by assuming that the 
particles moving in an essentially homogeneous viscous medium, are 






evaluation of the resistance suffered by a particle moving'with 
average relative velocity v, 
f = 6 1"\ rt v . . . . . . . . . . . . • 18 
and since from equation 15, D = kT/f 
D = 
kT 
••••••••••••• 19 61'tr ry 
for unit relative velocity. This equation has been show.n to hold 
good for diffusion of colloids where relatively large particles are 
moving through a medium of smaller molecules. Since Stokes' law is 
I 
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a hydrodynamical equation, the molecular nature of the medium is 
.i not considered and one would not necessarily expect it to hold for 
I 
a molecule moving amongst its fell~~ of equal size, as is the case 
in self diffusi~n. 
~ 
In equation 9, the average frequency of jump by a single 
i 
molecule is _J../Y • Since there are six main directions, vve can 
assume that, on the _average, . the frequency b, with which a molecule 
jwnps in one direction. is given by 
b = 1/6 'T' . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
whence, from equation 9 
••••••••••••• 21. 
Now, Frenkel evaluates "(.by equation 6, in which he relates it to 
"r' 0 , the mean period of vibration. This is a very approximate 
relationship, and is .intended only to give the right order of 
magnitude. Eyring 1 s( 21 ) contribution is an attempt to make a more 
accurate evaluation of the.frequency of jumping by applying the 
theory of rate p_rocesses, leading to the equation 
b= kT 
h 
Q*~- [ /kT 
Q • •·•··• ·-· .• • • .• .•.•.• 22 
whioh can be substituted in equation 21. In this, h is Planck' s 
constant and Qf and Q are- the parti~ion functions~ for unit 
volume, in the act~vated and initial states, respectively. 
the activation energy per molecule. 
e. is 
It may be noted that, in the publications of Eyring and 
his school( 22), the expression on the right-hand side of equation 22 
represents the frequency with which a molecule passes over the 
potentiQ]. energy barrier i._ e. jump's into a hole. 
• • . 1 -~ \ 
In its deduction 
no limitation seems to be made on the direction of this jump, and 
the frequency in question would thus be the frequency :in ~ 
direction and should cor;r.espond t.o 1/rr , that is to 6b. This 
means that the Eyring equation is incorrect to at least a factor of 
6. Since, however, both the Frenkel and Eyring theories are 
probably onl~ good as order of magnitude theories the introduction 
or omissi9n of this factpr should not be ~ortant. 
;.:;-17 -
Since Eyr:Lng uses the same mechanism for viscosit,Y, 
essentially the sE.uuc . equ:.tion rclntin; vi:::cooi ty :::nd -:::.iffusion is 
obtained as equation 16 .• : A minor difference ;is that Eyring 
dift~:r;e:htiates between the distance of j\.llY!I? 8 , and the spacing of 
the molecule~·-· If the distance between adjacent planes is taken as 
A 1, A 2 is the lateral distance between neighbouring molecules at 
right angles to the direction of motion and )\ 3 is the distance 
between successive molecules in the direction of flow.. The 
effective area of a molecule :in· a plane is thus ~,2 -~ 3 and in 
place of equation 16, one obtains 
),-lkT 
/ = A2A3D •• 4t. ~ ••• ~.. • • • 23. 
Eyring applied the theory to calculations and found it necessary to 
assume t~t A1 , )\ 2 and ~ were all approximately equ~_ to 8 ' 
as there were no data for .these spacings. On the basis of this 
assumption one comes back, in p:t'actice, to equation 16. 
The approaches detailed above are attempts which proceed 
by analogy and are not direct applications of the kinetic theory to 
the problem of the liquid state. In actual fact their agreement 
with experimental results has not been very satisfactory. · More 
rigorous and mathematically detailed approaches have been made by 
Born and Green( 23 , 24), and by Kirkwood( 25), but, though these 
theories are undoubtedly more rigorous, they have not as yet led to 
· expressions which can be tested 'with experimental data since they 
deal with monatomic particles or r:Lgid spherical molecules. 
Furthermore, the required molecular distribution functions and 
intermolecular forces cannot be readily evaluated for more complex 
molecules because the data for these are not available and an 
attempt could not be made to obtain them from, for exa.rqp;I.e,. X-ray 
scattering of the liquids concerned. 
1.1. 8. Self-diffusion in a Binary Mix:ture 
So far attention has b~en focussed on self-diffusion as 
such and it is now desirable to consider·the self-diff~ion of a 
component in a binary miXture. 
- 18 -
The use of isotopes for labelling is the only method 
by which the self-diffusion coefficient can be obtained in a pure 
compound. For mixtures, however, where concentration gradients can 
be measured by chemical and physical means, interdiffusion coefficients 
can be evaluated from these measurements. At first sight there is no 
particular scope for isotopes in these measurements which would ~volve 
the use of expensive equipment and would mean the replacement of 
relatively simple techniques by the complex process of labelling. 
If the interdiffusion coefficient is dependent on 
concentration, however, some difficulties occur since it is necessary, 
in order to obtain accurate results, to restrict the concentration 
differences, with the result that the desirable difference might be 
too small to be measured accurately. The procedure which should 
strictly be adopted is that, at each average concentration, 
progressively smaller concentration differences should be used and the 
resulting interdiffusion coefficients extrapoil..ated to zero 
concentration difference. This is, however, difficult and cumbersome 
and by use of isotopes self-diffusion coefficients of the individual 
constituents can be determined under conditions of negligible 
concentration gradient. 
These self-diffusion coefficients are necessarily individual 
to each constituent but as will be discussed more fully in 4.1.3 
(p. 91), they nrc related to the· :interdiffusion coefficient. 
Interdiffusion is a complex process and it has been increasingly 
realised in recent years that the self-diffusion coefficients of the 
individual constituents have more significance than the interdiffusion 
or the "composite"·coefficient. As the greater majority of diffusion 
coefficients are measured in solutions, i.e. in mixtures, a very wide 
field of stuqy may be investigated by measuring the self-diffusion 
coefficients of the constituents by the methods applied to pure 
liquids. 
In order to see in how far these methods could be applied 
to a mixture and to illustrate the inter-relationship of the various 
coefficients .of a binary mixture, a suitable pair of liquids was 
- 19 -
! chosen~ .The self-diffus'ion coefficiehts of these pure iiquid.s had 
beeJ!l. dietermined and self ... diffusion coeffici~ients of each were ... ·,. . . 
determined at different.ccmpositions of the mixture. The fUli 
discussion of self-diff:usion in a binary mixture is given in Par~ IV 
i (p. 89 seq.t )• 
I 
... 1. 2 • 
. .. Co:r:relation . of -~ublished .Diffusion Coefficients 
and .their Relation. to Eytiffl~:s Views 
Ample data on liquid viscosity are available in the 
literature and have frequently been discussed with respect to the 
Eyring equatio:p.s ( e~ g.-2B}.. Few seJ.f..;diffusiori coefficients of 
liquids are available,. and work on these 1vil.l be summarised 'in some 
detail with pa:rtic\llnr reference to the Eyrihg type of equation. 
Published Results 
:..:...,. ·.·· 
The self-diffusion coefficient of liquid lead was measured 
at .a single temperature by Groh and Hevesy( 27) who obtained a value 
. -5 2 -1 0 
of 2. 55 x 10 em. sec. at 343 c. Me~cuey has been investigated by 
Haissinsky and Cottin( 28), and by Hoffman( 29). The work of the 
former pair was based on isotopic exchange between mercury and an 
aqueous solution of mercurous nitrate. They assumed that diffusion · 
in the mercury was the rat,e determining step and put forward arguments 
to justify their assuinptions. The results they obtained differ 
markedly from those of Hoffman, who used the capillary tube method(30) 
and so obtained direct values. These values are preferred and are 
1 
given in the following table: 
! ''· 




oc. \Temperature 2.5 16.4 23~0 31.9 41-..!5 66.1 91.2 
i 
105 2 -1 I 1. 98 1.~8 'D X cm.sec. 1.52 1.7.9. 1.~8 2.24 2.57 I 
Drickamer and his school ha~ rep(>rted values for CS2( 31 ) and H2o(3
2) 
W1der-~.pressure and fo:r;- liqt1:i.d su1phur(33) at normal. and high pressures. 
. . . . - ''. ' .. :_.:_,·;..... . .. 




the second and third paragraphs) • · 
Of all the liq_uids investigated water has been examined. 
most extensively ru1d results obtained by ·the different obse:rver~ 
ore to be found in table 3 t6ge1;}1er •vi th the tracer U:Sed~ TheSE) 
tracers were either deuterium, D, tritium, T, or oxygen-18, o18 ~ 
The· superscripts on the column numbers refer to the methods adopted_ 
Water is, however, not an ideal liquid for measurement 
of self~iffusion by tracer elements, since substitution of D, T 
18 or 0 alteps its molecular weight and its physical properties 
ma8$'1,WQ,b:J.y, As will be seEm from the methods of Temkin (34) and 
of Lamm( 3B), differences· in density, and in refractive index are 
sufficiently large to allow for direct measuremc;nt of the change 
in concentration. La.mm indicates that for a ten per cent. 
concentration of n2o the viscosity is two per cent. higher than 
that of normal water~ It follows that diffusion coefficients of 
HTO, HDO and H2o 
18 
in H2o are no~ necessarily the same and that 
none may correspond to the t~ue self-diffus~on coefficient for H2o. 
Differences were found by Wang( 36) in his later work, using 
diffusion of trace quantities of HDO, HTO and H2o
18 in a medium of 
normal H2o. In his earlier work(
3?), he diffused nearly p~e n2o 
and water containing a high concentration of n2o into normal H20, 
and this might also' be expected to lead to different results from 
diffusion of trace qutmtities of HDO. . Graupner and Winte)38) ' 
report diffusion of n2o into H2o, but do not give concentrations, 
It is probable that the concentration of alleged n2o was not high, 
in which case, by exchange between H and D, the deuterium would be 
mainl.y present as HDO •. · Similar remarks apply to the data of 
Partington et al. ( 39) • · In all other cases (40- 42), concentrati.ons 
of trace elements were low enough for deuterium to be present 
predominantly a5 HDO. 
As may be seen from table 3, the results of Orr and 
Butler are on the whole· higher than. those reported by the other 
workers~ · ·Graupner .·arid Winter point out that Orp and Butler based 
·.:. 
their calculations on a diffusion coefficient for K01 which has 
Table 3 : Diffusion coe:f'ficients of water c..n D x 105 cm~se~:-1 
~- --- -- ·--· - --- ~---· ~-- --- -· --
~~-- .... ,...-r··= 
I I = 
I 1 I 2= 
L ··Author· I Orr & 
Btitler 
Co~o'Und I liDO .. 
............ 0• 
Temp. C •.. ' 
o.o 
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- 11inoe been_ shownc:to be incorrect, Application of the necessary 
correction facto~, P• ~74; however, yields Values .-'Yhich are atUl 
higher than the other(:!. Cuddeback; Koeller and Drickamer02) ··:in 
a study on the e:f'feat o£ p:t'essure on diffusionin water, obtained 
values in agreemeni: with those of Ort and Butl-er, but this is 
hardly stu::prising since they used the :results of these authors f'dr 
purposes of calibration. 
Compared graphically, the results of Temkin and Lrunm 
agree with those in columns 8 and 9, and Rogener's result agrees 
with that in column 6• Longsworth obtained his values by extra .. 
polation to zero concentration and these values are closest t6 those 
in c olwnns 8 8l1d 9.. For the sake of obtaining better ihtercomM 
paris on the results in columns 6 to 13 have been converted to 
logarithmic values and are plotted versUs the reciprooal of the 
absolute temperature in figure 2, 
Wang·' s results for the higher concentrations of deuterium 
agree with one another but are lower than the values obtained for 
trace concentration studies with D and T, which are in turn lmver 
- 18 
than the values for H20 • Graupner and Winter obtained resUlts in 
agreement with those in the lowest curve although they also warked 
with H20 
18• Their method was different but, if there is a definite 
difference between the diffusion coefficients of the compounds;. this 
should have been apparent in their two sets of results. The values 
given by Partington et al. cut across the two lower curV-es. The 
activation energy is thus lower than is the case for the other 
curves which agree well in this respect. 
In spite of the ross of results for water it appears_ that 
ag:r,eement for the different methods is poor~ Even in dif:f'u~ion of 
heavy molecules (like proteins) in water, different methods of 
measuring diffusion coefficients give different results. It may 
be queried whether the theory of all methods has as yet been 
examined with sufficient care. Ther,e is certainly a need for 
critical exa.rnina.tion in the case of water as also for_ a r1gorous 
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Certain organic liquids have also been investigated b~ · 
Graupner and Winter(38),. and by Partington et al •. (39). The former. 
school examined benzene,. ethyl bromide and ethyl alcohol using 
dueteriU1n as·tracer,.. The latter school. also used this isotope in 
th~ir stucy of methyl, ethyl,. n-propyl, iso-propyl,. n-butyl and 
tert-butyl alcohols.. Methyl alcohol was also labell·ed with 
carbon-14 and results obta.:i,.ned · for the two isotopes were in 
approximate agreement, The following table lists the results 
reported by these two groups. 
Table 4: Diffusion coefficients of some organic liquids 
\compound I D X 1 o5 cm~sec~~-1 I Authors 
' ~, --~·---------------------~---------------o--!1 
r-----+1_1_5~°C~--~~: _..2_2 • ._5_0_c .. __ .2_5_0 c_._. _30_0_c_;.._3_5_0_c. __ 4_5_0 c_._. _55_c_ •. +-l-----·~ 
C6H6\1.:8B. 2.15 2.40 2.67 j Graupner I 
EtBr l 3,:60 3~80 3.-96 and. I 
EtOH i o,.8o 1,05 1. 31 1, 70 / Winter 1 
i .. L I 
i ·····r······· 
MeOR l 1, 93 2. 27 2. 65 j Partington II 
EtOH i O, 768 1, 01 1 • 30 1 et al. . 
nPrOH i o. 504 0.,646 o. 814 1. 017 I I 
isoPrOH i 0.474 0.649 0.867 1~.145 I ·~ 
I nBuOH ! 0.504 o. 649 0, 822 I ,. 
!tertBuOH. i 0. 497 o. 741+ 1. 07 j ! 
. Graupner and.Winter give errors which were generally better than 3 
per cent. for benzene and tho alcohol. The errors in the ethyl 
bromide results are 101 7 and 5 per cent. Partington et al. 
obtained internal agreement of 0.3 per cent. vdth an overall accuracy 
of 0,5 per cent. 
1.2.2. Temperature Dependence of Diffusion and Viscosity 
It has been well established experimentally that both 
diffusion and viscosity coefficients obey an exponential variation 
with temperature(e.g. 43 ; 44). 
e 
... -r<~_ IRT 
D=D ""'Y 
0 
>-"i _ .. n e E/RT 
1 - ;o ' 
Straight lines are normally obtained on plottipg log D or log ··7 
versus 1/T, and the equations are written in the above form to 




energies of activation. In some cases E is not independent of 
teii!J?erature. This is especially so for strongly associated liquids. 
In the theories of Frenkel and Eyring the same frequency 
of j~ is postulated for both processes, so that En and E ·r;· should 
be the same. It is important to note here, however, that these 
( quantities are obtained experimentally from the gradient of log D 
I . 
or log ·1 versus 1/T. If D0 is not temperature ind,ependent, but is 
proportional to Tn, then, over the linii ted teii!J?erature range of a 
normal series of experiments·, the above plot gives a gradient 
corresponding to (En + nRT). Since, in general, En is not many 
times greater than RT, the correction cannot be ignored. It follows 
from the theories of Frenkel and Eyring that D'~l /T should be 
independent of temperat~, and, as will be seen in the following 
section, there is much experimental evidence in favour of this. 
Thus, if ED ::: E~l, D0 and /o must vary with teii!J?erature in such a 
way that D0 '')o is proportional to T. Conversely, apparent values, 
t I 
En and E '1 obtained experimentally as described above should be 
related by 
I I 
En = E'YJ + RT ••••••••••••• 26. 
t t 
The difficulty is to decide whether ED or E'l is the 
correct value of En = E 7'J = E, or whether the correct value differs 
from them by nRT. This can be well illustrated by a rather extreme 
case. Hoffman, ( 29 ) from the data in table 2, found ny/T constant 




he found ED = 1.16 kcal. and he· obtained an agreeing value of 
1. 25 kcal. by plotti:ne:_ log '7/T versus 1/T. Alternatively, he could 
have obtained agreement by plotting log D/T versus 1/T and log ? 
versus 1/T, respectively, but the values would then have both bee;n 
lower by about 0.64- kcal., the value of RT at 47°0., the mid-point 
of the temperature range., In the case of mercury, the value of 
I 
E:Q· is so litt~e above the value of RT that it can be questioned· if 
diffusion and viscosity require an energy of activation at all. · 
In the case of water, Wang(36) bbtained straight lines on 
plotting log D versus \/X.although the results indicate that below 
- 27 -
capillary method. It was found that D~t/T at constant pressure 
0 incren.sed only a few per cent. over a temperature range of 30 c., 
Md that, if temperatures "~:re chosen so that comparison was made 
at constr:m:t molecular volume, values of D ~T were almost 
independent of pressure. nefore the results of Drickamer 1 s school 
can be accepted, they should be confirmed by other workers using 
other substances and, preferab~y, other methods. 
From equation 27 molecular parameters which ~e of interest 
may be calculated. Assuming that A 
1 
= .A 2 = ~ 3· -:::~. 2r, Hoffman 
calculated the value of r to be 7. 54 A. The expected value for 
the mercury atom is 1 • 5 A, and the value derived from the molecular 
volume is 1.45 A. Agreement is not good particularly ~s Eyring(4B) 
has suggested that in a liquid metal the unit·of flow is the ion 
rather than the atom, in which case the radius should be about 
0.7 A. 
On the basis of the results of Orr and Butler for water, 
Eyring( 21 ,49) calculated that )\
2
}\f Al = 1.4x 10-7 em. On 
asstnning as did Hoffman that J. 1 = A. 2 = ~ 3 = 2r, a value of 7 A. 
is obtained for the radius of the water molecule. This is very 
much larger than the expected value of 1.4 A. obtained from the 
van der Waals' radii or that calculated from the molecular volume, 
namely 1. 55 A. From the value for )\ 2 )\ j A 1 Eyring, assuming 
that .\
1 
,\ 2 ,A 3 
was equo:l to the effective volume of a single 
1 
molecule, calculated a value of A 1 = 1.45 A. and ( -~ 2 .A 3)




is thus smaller than ( ~ 2 ,\ 3
)'2 and probably smaller than e;ither 
A 2 or A. 3• This he maintained was in agreement with the 
expectation that the plane of flow in diffusion tends to coincide 
vdth the plane of the water molecule. The value of)\ 1 is, 
however, very much less than the expected value of 2r and though 
there is justification for assuming a planar configuration due to 
the strongly directional field of force around the water molecule, 
the smallest diameter possible is that of the co-valently bound 
oxygen viz. 2. 64 A., which is greater than the value of _A 1 • The 
1 
value of (A. 2 ), 3)2 is, on the other hand considerably greater than 
expected. 
-- 28,-
These calculations were based on diffusion coefficients 
which arc higher than those found by modern workers. On the basis 
of Wang's results for HTO, h6wever, it can be calculated 'that since 
Dr~'/T = 7.29 X 1010, \ 2 \y',~\ 1 ::: 1,89 X 10-7 em., )1 1 = 1,.26 A. 
1 
· and ( >.. 
2 
A 3) 
2 = 4. 88 A. These values are in no better agreement 
with the expected results than are the above. Wang calculated a 
-vaJ,.ue for t = 1.5 A., for the distance of jwup, from an equation by 
Eyring(4-5) relating diffusion to the time of dielectric relaxation. 
This value is also snmller than the diameter of the water molecule. 
It is apparent therefore, that though the Eyring equation allows 
one to differentiate between A 1 ~d A2 J... 3 neither these values nor 
those from the simpler Frenkel equation are satisfactory. 
The Stokes-Einstein equation, D j/!Cr = 1/6 Tir, gives a 
similar relationship and, if applied, the radius for mercury is 
0.80 A. as compared with the expected ionic radius of 0.7 A. 
Hoffman also calculated a value for lead from the result of Groh 
and Hevesy and found r = 0,84 A., which lies between the expected 
vaJ_ues of 1.18 and 0,. 7 Afl for bivalent and tetravalent lead ions, 
The value for water calculated according to this equation is· o. 75 i\.. 
On the whole, radii calculated according to the Stokes-Einstein 
equation seem to be more reasonable despite its lack of a 
plausible theoretical background. 
1._2.4. Comparison between Experimental Measurements and the 
Eyring Equation 
The equn.tion for diffusion is developed further by · 
Eyring(50) on a quasi .... thermodynatnical basis in the following 
manner: 
and since 
2 kT · Q:f. e --£/kT 
D = (5 hQ 
~2 kT 
D =v h 
= 
• 
-1., G~/RT e 
•.••••.•.• , •••• ~.-.. 28 
•••.•••••• •·•·•·•· 30 i . 
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and ~Gi= = L\m - TL\Sr ••••••••••••• 31 
~ S-1/R - 6-H*/RT e e 
~············ 32 
D (12 ~ 
= 0 h so that 
where b. Gf is the free energy of activation, A· tff the heat of 
activation and 4 S* the entropy change of activation. Since 
dif~usion is accompanied by a negligible volume change(50) it 
follows that /J. H* = 6. E'f, where /). E=i= is the internal energy of 
activation. If ~ is the experimental energy of activation 
obtained by plotting log D versus 1/T and A Sf is independent of 
. , "" I 
temperature, then /J. E-r = EJ) - RT. It may be noted in passing 
that, according to this, we should get correct values of En and 
E 1 by plotting log D/T versus 1/T and log '*! versus l/T. 
Eyring assumes that .'A. 1 = ~ 2 = .A 3 =0 = (V/N)'~, the 
cube root of t~e molecular volwne, and ~\G1' may be evaluated by 
substitution in equation 30 at a given temperature. (ED-RT) is 
known experimentally so that AS1' can be obta:ined by substitution 
in equation 31 since 1J. H=i= = ~ - RT. 
Values for .t.l G=i: and D.. S'r have been calculated by Partington 
et al. (39) at 35°C. and are tabulated below: 
Table 6: Free energy and change in entropy 
fcomponnd l H20 lVIeOH EtOH nPrOH isoPrOH nBuOH tertBuOH 
tl G1' 
3.26 3.66 4.25 4.63 4.60 4.85 5.03 kcol./mole 
'-"s4=. 
·E. U. o. 20 -4.87 -0.78 -3.21 0,.29 -2.79 6.04 
The most striking feature is the smaJ.l, but regulnr, increase in 
JiGfwi th increas:ing molecular weight although the individual values 
of energy nnd entropy of activation vary in an irregular manner. 
Values for two pairs of isomers; are recorded in table 6 and it vvill 
be noted that the values of·:.G:l: are, in each case, approximately 
the same, although the activation energies for the butyl alcohols 
differ widely. 
An alternative way(51 ) of dealing with Eyring's equation 
is to evaluate the partition function ratio Q~Q in equation 28 
- 30-
and hence calculate a value for D& If we adopt the simple cage 
model for a liquiD. in which each molecule is envisaged as confined to, 
but moving within a< free volume Vf, it can be shown that the 
contribution Qtr to the partition function, corresponding to 
the three translational degrees of freedom, is the same as for a 
gas molecule moving within a volume Vf• That is 
••••••••••• t • 33 :/ 
Contributions due to inner rotations and vibrations of the 
molecules may be neglected, if we consider them the same for the 
normal and activated states. The activated stateJ according to 
Eyring's theory has one degree of freedom less, whence 
= • • • • • • • • • • • • • 34 ' 
Substituting in equation 281 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 35 ~ 
For the evaluation of this equation it is necessary to kn~v En and 
For a rigid molecular lattice, ii'~ should equal E , the 
~JJ vap 
.energy of vaporisation, That is to say the energy necessary to 
form a hole of molecular dime~sions equals that of a molecule 
leaving the surface. It has been found, however; that the energy 
for movement in a material is not as high as for movement out of it. 
One can only assume that holes of molecular size are not required 
for movement within the material. Assuming that the energy of 
activation for viscous flow is nearly that for diffusion, Eyring 
shows that for non•metallic liquids the ratio of the energy of 
evaporation to that for viscous flow is on the average about 3.5. 
Graupner and iVinte)3S) obtained results varying from 2,5 to 3.5 
for E / E ' .. ,., and for E I ED1 the variation was even greater. vap /' · vap 
An estimate of the free volume vf' may be obtained by 
various methods. One of these is the comparison of the velocity 
of sound in gases and in liquids as given by Kincaid and Eyring (52). 













. ·~·~·~······· 36 
-(E + RT)/RT e vap 
~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • 37. 
where c is a constant depending on the packing of the molecules and 
Pv is the vapour pressure of the liquid, For cubical packing c is 
taken as 2. Agreement between .values ·for the free volume obtained 
by different methods is not good. Since, however, the free volume 
enters into results only as the cube-root, an uncertainty is not of 
very great importance. 
j_ 
By putting 8 =(V/N) 3 , D can be evaluated by substitution 
of one or other of the vf equations in equation 35. In Glasstone; 
Laidler and Eyring(
22
) va;tues of D have been calculated for various 
cases of interdiffusion-by using vf as given in equation 36, and 
Evn./3 for En• On the whole the calculated values are about twice 
as large as the observed. · 
The only application or equation 35 to self-diffusion has 
been carried out by Graupner and Winter using equation 37 for the 
evaluation of vf' that is 
2 





e (E + RT)/RT ~-t E.jRm vap - 1 e 
Instead of using E In for· the evaluation of ED• they employed their . vap' 
own experimental values. In table 7 their obse:r'\7'ed and calculated 
values for D
0 
are given together with the ratio R = D 1-. /D 
1 . ous •. ca c .. 
The authors have pointed out that R is greater than one for 
associated liquids and R is less than one for the norlllhl' liquid., 
I 
I 
;;:; 32 ... 
Table 7: GOIY!Parison of calculated and observed vaiues 
of diffusion constants and coefficients 
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15 2,75 x 10""3 · C6H6 
I 25 2,.63 II 
35 2•49 ir 
45 2~38 ri 
EtOH 15 6;1'0 " 
25 6~52 II 
35 6.59 it' 
45 6d5 II 
H20 15 4;87 " 
25 ~63 II 
35 ~42 " 
















It has been seen in equation 28, that D
0 
is approximately 
proportion~ to T and, depending on the temperature dependence of 
vf, it is proportional in equation 38 to some power of T between 
t and unity. A.criticism of Graupner and Winter's calculation is 
• . t 
thus that their "e.xper:imental" value of En J.S really En, and should 
thus be decreased by approximately RT. This would mean dividing all 
values of R in table 7 by approximately e ::: 2• 72. 
A further consideration in calculating absolute values of 
D is the error introduced where the factor of 1/6 has been omitted 
from Eyring's equation as discussed earlier. (p.16 1 para~ph below 
equation 22). In table 7 its introduction would cause all valU.es 




2.1. Preparation, Purification and Labelling of 11/faterial.::~ 
Only relevant details are given with regard to the work 
carried out ·since the methods and techniques involved were those 
used in general practice in organic chemistry( 54.) •. 
2.1i1. Synthesip of _Alkyl Halides 
Though most of the halides used were eventually obtained 
from overseas, only methyl iodide; ethyl bromide and sec-butyl 
bromide were initially available. In order to have a wider variety 
of materials with which to work, ethyl iodide, n-propyl bromide and 
n-propyl iodide were synthesised from readily available starting 
materials. For the later interdiffusion work it was also found 
necessary to prepare n-butyl iodide. 
Ethyl iodide was synthesised according to the following 
reaction: 
n-Prol'Y~ bromid~ was similarly prepared but vvith n-propyl 
alcohol as the starting materinl. This was purified before use in 
order to preclude the formation of isomeric products. The sulphate 
was formed in situ in the presence of potassium bromide solution. 
Iri the case of n-~ro;ryl iodide and n;but,yl iodi4~ 
esterifi~at~ was carried out accordi11g to the follovring 
reaction: 
3ROH + PI3 
where R refers to the alkyl group. The phosphorus tri-iodide 
was prepared in situ by addition of· iodine to red phosphorus in the 
presence of the pu:i:-ified 6:lcoh6ls. 
., 
I 
2 •. 1" 2.. Purification of :rvrater:i.al.s 
The halides were, where necessary, washed repeatedly with 
a ten per cent. solution of sodium carbonate, dried over anhydrous 
potassium carbonate or calcium chloride,· filtered and fractionally 
distilled. at normal or reduced pressures. The latterprocedure 
was essential in the case of the higher boiling compounds as these 
decomposed so readily. All materials had to be purified from time 
to time as they became coloured with use and storage, even though 
contained in brown glass bottles and kept in the dark. Purity 
criteria vrere the boiling points(i0,55)of the constant boiling 
fractions related to the pressure at which they were distilled, m1d 
the refractive indices(10,55) for the D-line measured with an.AbbEf 
refractometer. 
The materials used either as solvents in the labelling of 
the halides (p. 36 ) or as standards for viscosity measurements 
( 2. 4. 3 .• (a), p. 67 and 2. 4. 3. (c), J?~ 68) were purified by distillatio:n. 
Commercial' chloroform was used for Sainple preparation and was 
recove~ed by fractional distillation. The chemical purity of the 
solvent was unimportant but fractionation was necessary to remove 
active iodides so that on re-use .there would be no contribution of 
activity by the solvent. Solvent contaminated with bromides was 
allo-wed to stand until the bromine acrt:LV:ity had decayed. 
2,. 1:. 3. Labelling of Halides 
(a) General considerations 
Labelling was carried out by an exchange reaction between 
the labelled lithium salt of the halogen concerned· and the desired 
compound in a suitable solvent(56?... The choice of solvent was 
dependent on the boiling point of the alkyl halide as. it had to be 
readily separable from this by fractional distillation. 
In preparing samples of the allcy'l halides for counting 
( 2. 3.. 3 .• (a), :p.. 5.3), . dilutiQns of :td-1- were necessary at the start of 
an experiment so that the activity .of the original mn.ter:Lal had -to 
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be fairly high, about 1.5 mlllicuries. The fraction of the total 
activity to be expected in the alkyl halide after complete 
exchange is equal to the molal concentration of alkyl halide relative 
to the total molal concentration of iodide in the mixture. The 
lower the :lithium halide concentration,· therefore, the higher will be· 
the fraction of active iodine in the organic material. Use of 
. litl:lium halides of high specific activity thus avoided Uimecessary 
waste and reduced handling risks. 
In the case of I 131 high specific activities were 
obtainable since this material is received from the .A.tcrnic Energy 
Research Establishment in England, as an aqueous solution of 
iodide and is virtually free of stable iodine by virtue of the fact 
that it is prepared from tellurium by the following nuclear 
reaction: (57) 
Te 130 (n, ~) Te 131 251.1~) I 131. 
Then I 131 is separated from the tellurium by chemical methods(5S). 
Radioactive bromine is, however, prepared from· the stable 
isotopes Br79 and Br
81
, the natural abundances of vVhich are 50.51 
and 49.49 per cent. respectively, and the specific activities are not 
high. · The reactions involved are (57) 
Br79 (n, a ) Br80 
and Br81 (n, ~) Br82• 
Br80 has a half-life of 4.4 hours( 57 ) and though the activity due to 
this isotope is initially high, by the time a sample is counted in 
Pretoria it has decayed 16 half-lives and less than 1/65536 of the 
original activity is left. In this time the Br82 has decayed 
through two half'-lives and the contribution from the Br80 is 
negligible •. 
Since the specific activity of the bromide was poor, larger 
amounts of· this had to be used in the exchange reaction and as the 
activit;y decreased fairly rapidly ·with time it was necessary· to use 
still higher. activities and longer times of exchange wh~ a second 
compound was .to be labelled from the one batch of active material.· 
(b) ~eparatiop of the li thiwn halides 
Lithi..urn iodid~ was obtained by adding 0., 1 ni:L~ of a 0.1N 
solution of lithi~··bydroxide to a suitable aliql_lot of r131 solutio~ 
Evaporation of this mixture resulted in solid lithium iodide and 
hyd.J;ox ide. 
The first two shipments of active bromine were in the form 
of the potassium salt in solution and thereafter it arrived as solid 
annnonium bromide. In most cases the m£l.terial was shared with Dr., 
le Roux of Pretoria University. The first three shipments were 
converted to lithium bromide by him on the basis of the following 
reactions: 
KBr + AgN03 '1)1 A@r + KN03 
or NHLJ3r + AgN'03 "> A@r + NH4NOJ 
A@r + H2 7ooos HBr + Ag 
HBr + LiOH > LiJ3r + H20 
.This method was cumbersome and exposed the operator to large doses· 
of activity, vide 2. 2.5~ p. 47, particularly when ammonium bromide 
was used as this was of higher activity than the potassium solutions. 
The preparation was then undertaken by ~self. Lithium hydroxide 
solution was added to an aqueous solution of the annnoniuni salt in 
sufficient quantity to liberate all the ammonia. Evaporation of 
water and ammonia from suitable aliquots yie~d~d dry lithium bromide 
and a small amount of.lithium hydroxide • 
. (c) The exchange reaction 
Addition of 5 ml. of acetone, methyl ethyl ketone or 
ethylene glycol diacetate to the: dry salts, ensured solution of the 
halogenated salt, but left .the ~oxide undissolved. 5 to 10 ml. 
of the co~ound were added and. the mixture was heated for about an 
hour at a te~erature of from 4{) ·.to c60°C, at which stage sufficient 
exchange had occurred. The sol~11:t . and co~ound were carefully 
separated by ,fractiq:n;ll distill·atiq:p:_ at .re~uced pressure and the pure 
fraction so obtained Y(8.S ready for use •.. Purity wai. checked as in 
2.1 •. 2·., above .. lmd sinc.El ,,the volume. of fractions -was generally in the 
·. ~ . ' ~ : .: . ' '.- . . .. . . . . . 
region' qf ().~" 75 .. rpl., good separation was achieved and redistillation 
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Fig.4-Small fractionating column 
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2.2. ~easurem~t,lt ·of Radioaqtivity 
2.2.1. Choice of Counter 
The types of instrument and the methods available for 
assessing radiation from radioactive materials have been competently 
dealt with in the literature(59) and further discus~ion of these is 
beyond the scope of this work, By virtue of the amount of 
rad,ioactive material which could be safely and conveniently handled, 
a Geiger-Muller type of counter was selected. These counters are 
reasonably sensitive and the electronic equipment associated with 
their use is of fairly rugged design and gives good continuous 
service if properly maintained. 
Since both Br
82 
and I 131 are '6 and/3 emitters the 
consideration of design of counter resolved itself into a choice 
between solid counting with an end-window counter and liquid 
counting vdth a solution counter. The latter meth~ was adapted 
since the samples were liquid and could be readily brought into 
solution whereas the conversion of 0.01 ml. of a volatile liquid 
into a solid sample would have been very difficult. In addition 
it is easier to attain reproducibility of geometry with a liquid 
counter. 
The counters used were of the self-quenching type with 
an external quenching time superimposed on them to ensure 
uniformity as each counter has its own individual dead-time. The 
correction which must be applied to a count to alloW- for those 
incidents which occur during the dead-time, is discussed in 
2o 2.-4. (d) (pp. 45 , 46). 
(a) Counters 
LiqUid counters of type M6 and M12~ as m~ufactured by 
20th Centuty Electronics following the design of Veall (60), consist 
1 • • • 
of a glass skirt around a cylindrical GeigeP-Mu.ller tube. This 
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figure .5, and liquid, is contained in the a1mular space between the . 
counter and the skirt. Providing the liquid is aJ.'ways at the same 
level in the tube the geomet~ is fixed. The M6 and M12 counters 
have capacities of about 12 ml. and 17 ml., respectively, 
(b) Lead Cagtl.e 
In order to protect the counter from external radiation 
either of cosmic, laboratory source or of light origin, it is 
enclosed in lead in what is referred to as a castle. The design 
of one type is given in figure 6 and follows the pattern e.s 
manufactured by ERD Engineering Company, Slough. It consists of . 
a hollow lead cylinder with a sliding cover and the wall thiclm~ss 
is about 1t inches. A glass cup vvi th platinum electrode, and 
partly filled with mercury, is held at the bottom of the castle in 
a threaded brass container. The counter, with anode connection in 
the mercury is supported on the cathode connector which rests on the 
brass. Since the brass is screwed into the castle and this is in 
turn earthed, the cathode is at earth potential. The anode is 
connected via the plntinum electrode and a screened cable to the 
probe unit and high tension supply. 
(c) Electronic equipment 
The Dynatron type 200A scaling unit was used to count 
and register the nwnber of pulses arriving in a random manner over 
a period of time. The desig;n consist·s of' two electronic scales 
of ten with neon indicators which successively register units and 
tens and are foll~ved by a mechanical register of four digits. 
For use vr.ith the counters described, the -paralysis time was set at 
A type 1 014A probe unit was used to reduce the potential 
• 
applied to the anode of the counter by some 240 volts (for a 
dead-time setting of 300 ..t.c.s.) following each registered pulse •. 
This unit provided an output pulse suitable for operating the 
scaling uiD.;t from which. it· drew the necessary power for operation •. 
-
-i.r'l LtV .• 
The power unit. was a Dynatron type P200A, and provided a 
stable voltage source for operating the counters. · Regulation was 
such that 10 per.cent. variations in mains voltages were reduced to 
fluctuations of not more than 0.66 per cent. in the output voltage. 
The counting set up can be seen in figure 7. 
(d) · Standard. 
For checking day to day stability a reference source or 
standard. was constructed from a thin brass tube of dimensions such 
that it: fitted into. the annular space in the counters. At a point 
on this tube a groove.was cut so that when in position in a counter 
it was well within the .counting. volume. This ensured that a 
cobalt-60 source (5.3.years half-life(S?)) sealed into this groove, 
was always in a position of reproducible geometry. . 
2.2.3. Procedure 
The electronic equipment was allowed to warm up for a 
few m~inutes and the high tension adjusted to the required value for 
the counter chosen. . The standard \¥aS counted for a period such 
that at least 10,000 counts ·were .registered and the rate \vas 
calculated. . If this did not agree with previous results vvi thin 
the statistical error to be expected, vide 2. 2.-4.· (a), the count 
was repeated until the required reproducibility had been attained 
or the reason for bad behaviour ascertained, and rectified. - When 
the instruments were found to be satisfactory,. the standard ··was 
removed and the counter filled vvith the solvent to be used for the 
preparation of samples~ This was counted for a period of· 
approximately the same duration as estimated for subsequent samples. 
Reduced to a counting rate this was the blank or background and is 
due to radiation which has penetrated the lead screening. 
The sample to be couhted, having been made up to a 
desired volume (2.3.3 •. (a), p. 53) was used to rinse out the counter 
at least. three times. . The counter was filled to a predetermined 






















a period of time sufficient to··give the statisticnl accuracy desired, 
The counting rate was calculated and corrected for background. 
2.Z.4. Sources of Error and their Experimental Assessment 
(a) Statistical 
All physical measurements are subject to error, and·.·it. -is' 
desirable that the magnitude of this ·possible deviation of the 
obs.erved result from the true one, be known. The errors associated 
with Geiger-Muller. radioactivity measurements are due· largely to the 
random rk~ture of the,disintegration and background processes. The 
' 
most useful error formula is that for the standard deviation of a 
series of observations, the figure obtained being a measure of the 
relative precision of aJ~ the measurements and their internal 
consistency. If ri determinations of a certain quantity x are made, 
the standard d.eviation of the mean value i is given by the relation: 
~. )2 y ex- x1 
~=0 ·Standard deviation= •••••••••• 3~. 
n(n- 1) 
S:i.nce 'individual nuclei decay independently of one another, 
the .. laws of· probability can be a:p:~;:'i;t.:ied to the observed results from 
counti-ng these random incidents. .Errors due to the measuring 
ins:J;J?UI11eni;s can be noted. because they cause large or erratic 
departure from .the deviations calculated on the assumption of a 
random disiiltegration process... A series of similar determinations· 
on a sample ~sult in a number of different values which, if we 
assume.that decay is not appreciable, will be distributed about an 
average value in a random manner. 
Suppose that n is the average number of p~ticles 
detectable. in a given t;irne interval, the probability Pn that n 
particles will actually be detected in this interval is given by the 
Poisson relation( 61 ) 
•••••••••• 4D lit 
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to background of 20, the ·errors in background determination could 
be neglected. 
(b) RadioactiVe dec~ 
Radioactivity is a chance phenomenon, and the rate of 
disintegration cannot be affected by any mown physical or ch€llhica1 
process or· COhdi t;Lon,. It has been shovm that the rate of decay. at 
any instent is pz'oportional to the nUmber of unstable nuclei 
- (62)' 
present •· The relation is expressed as follows: 
-aN/ dt = EN 
Integration of this equation gives 
N o N e-Kt 
0 




is the original nuniber of unstable nuclei at titne t = 0, 
N is the number present after time t,. and K is the disintegration 
constant. The half-life t1.. is the time in which the activity of 
. 2 . 
an isotope has decreased to half and '4 = 1112/K. Equation 43 can 
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al'ld by plotting log N/N
0 
versus t, the half-life can be evaluated 
from the slope of the resultant straight line. Alternatively, if 
the half-lif'e is knov·m, any :results obtained can be corrected to 
t = o. 
While the half-life of I 131 is well established(4) tho 
value for Br
82 
as given in the literature when this work was 
commenced, varied from 34 to 36.1 hours. Two determinations vvere 
cariied out and the results obtained were plotted according to the 
above equation. The results obtained were 36.05 and 36.1 hours 
as calculated from·the plots in figure 8. Subsequently a report( 63~ 
of an accurate determination, was obtained and the vnl.ue 8$· given 
there of 35.9 h<'urs, ha.s been used throughout • Using t}le cowect 
. , 
half-lives, the error due to decay should not exceed that due to 
randomisation. 
(c} Rel.iahility of cotmrting 
Vfue:n the· voltage applied to a counter, exposed to a 
source of radiation, is :;ina:r;"eased from zero, a threshold vru.ue is 



































reached at which the counter begins to operate. Further slight 
increases result in a rapid rise in counting rate to a value which 
should only increase gradually with further increases of the 
voltage. This latter region is referred to as the plateau and it 
is necessary to select a position on this plateau at which to 
operate the counter. This voltage is generally 60 volts above that 
at vmich the first reliable count is obtained. It is also 
necessary to select counters such tlmt the plateau slope is less 
than 0.05 per cent. for the rise in counting rate per volt increase~ 
For a 20 volt change in mains voltage of 220 volts, therefore, the 
e1~or due to the resultant variation of 0.66 per cent. in the 
cGunter voltage, will not exceed 0.4 per cent, of the countiryg rate 
since the counters used were normally operated in the region of 
1150 volts • 
.An example of a plateau is given in figure 9 in which 
the counting rate is plotted versus voltage applied! The plateau 
which extends over at least 300 volts was not completed but the full 
curve is indicated to illustrate the region of continuous discharge. 
Counters were checked from time to time·to ensure that the 
characteristics were still suitable and conformed to the limits set~ 
To check overall reliability of the complete equipment, 
the standard was counted at various periods during a day and for a 
number of successive days. The results are given in table 8. 
Table 8: Counting reproducibility 
-·JW .... 
The standard deviation ih both cases is well within the expected. 
statistical error of 0.8 per cent,. This type of test indiaatod 
mvo sources of e~or;. namely that overheating of the scaling unit . 
. • 
caused a bias in the results during the course of a day; and that 
after some 23 months of continuous operation the sc~er valves 
were becoming unreliable as fluctuations in the counting rates were 
greater than w:as expected from the number of incidents observed, 
By directing a fan onto the scaling unit the first source of er;or 
was minimised aild by :teplacing the suspect valves the instrument 
was again brought into reliable operation• · 
(d) Coincidence correction 
All instruments of detection have a finite resolving 
time which limits their ability to r~spond separt~.tely to events 
occurring close togethe:t', and corrections for this effect must be 
made where it exceeds the desired accuracy. 
have ~viewed the techniques available for determining the deadMtim~ 
These i:n orde:t' of accuracy and difficulty are: (i) SLngle 
paired-source measltr'ements, (ii) measurement of sources of known 
:r-elative intensity l:'lhd (iii) multiple paired-source measurements 
ynth least-squares analysis of the data. 
1he probe and scaling units used were set for 300,~s. and 
as it was intended that counting rates should not exceed 2,000 c./m. 
a:nd thus involve corrections of less than 1 per cent., the first 
method was adopted to check the resolving time fo~ the counting 
equipment. This method is based on the following argument:·· 
During each dead-time interval <!>, the numbet- of lost counts will 
depend on the true counting rate N, and on the average will be 6N~ 
lf n is the observed counting rate, there will be n intei'ValS per 
unit of time when this loss occurs. The total loss will therefore 
be <;>Nn counts per unit of. time~· tmd the true counting :rate 
N :::: n + tJ>Nn or, since N is approximately equal to n, 
. 2 
N = n +. cpn • • •• • ,. • ,. ••••. • 45. 
For nett counting :r>ates the background count must be subtracted. 
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If two samples A and B, of appro:x:imately equaL strength are counted 
independently and toget~er, counting rates n.A, ~ OO:d n.AB counts per 
sec~ are obtained, (Care must be taken to ma:intain the same 
goemetry. ) With both samples removed the background count ~ c./ s .• 
can be measured. .According to equation 45 nett counting rate 
. 2 
NA = n.A + <f>nA - ~ 
; . ' 2 
NB = ~ ·+ 9nB :- ~ ' 
and 2 N.AB = ~ + ¢nAB - nb 
and, since NAB = N.A + NB, the dead-time can be determined. Thus 
n.A + l'l:B - nAB - ~ 
2 2 2 ........... • .. • 
n.AB - nA - n_s 
Two experiments were carri·ed out, the same equipment oeing 
used in both cases except that the counters were changed in order to 
make certain that the dead-time measured was that of the electronic 
apparatus and not the counter. The results are given in table 9. 






239.7 .:!:. O,i5 
B 117.4.:!:. ·o.4 
Backgnd. 1,25 
4 = 298 AS• (.:!:. 10%) 
Experilllent 2 





128! 9 .:!:. 0~5 
192"3 + o.6 
68~3 .:!:. 0.3 
1,26 
~ = 307 ._Ms. (+ 9%) 
The dead-time was thus taken as 300 J.(s. and where the 
coun~ing rate exceeded 2,000 c./m. corrections were applied 
according to equation 45. 
(e) Choice of solvent and technique of handling sanples 
As comparatively cheap and readily available solvents for 
sample preparation, alcohol and aqueous alcohol mixtures were thought 
to offer possibilities, It WM found, however, that when counting 
methyl iodide in alcohol, there was loss of activity with time as may 
be seen from the follovdng table: 
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Table 1 0~ Activity loss from alcohol solution 










Chloroform, being similnr to the materials being 
investigated, was then tried and the tops of the counters were 
ground nat so that a glass plate, moistened with glycerine, would 
seal the sample in .the counter when placed on top of it. Tests 
car~ied out under these conditions gave reproducible results even 
when the solution was left in the counter overnight. As a further 
precaution the stoppers of the measuring flasks were also coated · 
with glycerine to i~rove the seal of these. These precautions 
were taken throughout the experiments irrespective of the 
volatility of the co~ounds being dealt with. 
2. 2. 5. Hazards 
The counter efficiency for the isotopes handled, was low 
and as the active material had, in the initial stages of an 
experiment, to be diluted 104 times, alkyl halide was required with 
a specific activity of about 1.5 mc./5ml. An initial activity of 
2 me. of lithium iodide and 2. 5 to 3 me. of the bromide was, 
therefore, necessary,. 
131 82 . The radiation from 1 me~ of I or Br at a d~stance of 
1 foot is equivalent to 2 • .8 and 16.1 milliroentgen/hour, 
respectively( 6S). The tolerance dose rate which should not be 
exceeded for personnel exposed to radioactive materials has been 
laid down as 12.5 mr,./hour by the International Committee on 
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Radiological Protection( 66). At all times it is desirable to keep 
well within this limit. 
During the process of labelling alkyl halides, the times 
of exposure were short; the main reaction vessel was also masked 
• / 
with lead bricks as an added precaution, so that the hazard 
involved was negligible. The iodine was received as an aliQuot 
from the Biophysics section.of the N.P.L. and constituted virtually 
no . hazard. The active bromide, however, was received as a direct 
shipment and as the activity on arrival was usually in the region 
of 40 me., exposure at short range except for very short periods, 
was out of the question. 
The intensity of radiation decreases with distance 
according to an inverse square law and distance is used as a means 
of protection where it is not possible to handle material behind 
lead screening. All handling tools and opening devices were of 
such a design as to allmv the operator to be at least one metre 
from the source when dealing vdth it, and for most of the operations 
further protection was achieved with lead bricks. 
2. 3.. Measurement of Diffusion· Coefficients 
2 .. 3.1. Selection of Method 
Three methods have been reported for work of this nature 
incorporating the use of radioactive materials: 
(a) Jehle( 67) allowed active material to diffuse vertically from 
one tube into another across an originally sharp boundary. He 
measured the change of concentration with t~ne, at a know.n 
·distance from the original bounda.I;Y on the initially active half. 
A screened, collimated counter was used and a diffusion coefficient 
calculated from the data obtained. The method, though feasible,. 
raises great difficulties of aFeration due to the necessity of 
eliminating convection in the tube and in limiting vibration in 
the apparatus. Jehle used tubes of 11 em. diameter in his work 
but Wang and Kennedy( 6S) reported that, using tubes of only 
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1, 5 em. diameter, they had diffiCulty in obtaining 1 per· cent. 
accuracy and considered the method inconvenient for ordinary 
laboratories. 
(b) Porous diaphragms between the active and inactive liquids 
establish a well defined boundary and successfully eliminate the 
effects of convection and vibration by virtue of the small 
capillaries in the diaphragm. !n this method ( 69 t however, each 
cell has to be calibrated with· a material of known diffusion 
coefficient a.ncl. thus offers only a relative method. · 
(c) ~derson and Saddington(.30) developed the capillary tube. method 
and this was later modified by Wang(37). ·This method gives direct 
. 
results and is the method which has been adopted. Tubes of small 
enough diameter to ensure that effects of convection and vibration 
are eliminated, are sealed off at one end and ground to a suitabie 
length. These tubes are filled with labelled material and j rrnnersed 
in unlabelled material of sufficient bulk to ensure that the 
diffusing labelled material does not affect the originally established 
co,ncentration gradient of active to inactive material. Convection or 
stirring in the bulk liquid prevents any local concentration. The 
activity in a tube is determined before and after diffusion has 
occurre?-, and the diffusion· coefficient calcUlated according to an 
eq\lation derived for these particUlar conditions (70 }, viz.: 
n = o0 





and CAV are the concentrations before and after diffusion 
has occur,red, Dis the diffusion coefficient-in cm~sec;1 , tis time 
in seconds and 1 __ the length of the diffusion path in em,· 
2,3., 2.. Apparatus 
(a) Diffusion tUbes 
Twenty-seven of these tubes were constructed from 
capillarY. tubing which lla.d been checked for uniformity of bore by 
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measuring the length of a mercury thread at different points in the 
tul;le. Flat-topped. pieces of glass rod were sealed· mto one end :·of 
·short lengths ·of the capillary and the tubes were ·ground to required 
lengths. To prevent. damage of the capillary by the gr:inding paste~ 
ihe tubes were partly filled with beeswax. Removal of the wax was 
difficult. and particula;rlY in the case of the smallest diameter 
tubes only two of' the original five could be used as the others 
were damaged • . 
Table 11 : Tube lengths and volume ratios 
Tube Length Volume ratio to tube· 1 according t·o: 
:Mercury Active solution 
1 2.792 -1: .002 .1.0000 1.0000 . -
2 .2. 806 .:!: • 003 1,0000 o. 9914 
3 .2. 806 + .003 
,· - 0.9993 o. 9945 
·4 2,813 + .001 
{ - 1.0241 1.0281 
5 2,671 + .003 1.0663 1.0788 
6· ?. 794.:!:. .002 1.0153 ~ .0171 
7 ;2. 805 z, • 001 1,0262 1.0333 
8 ?. 808 .±,. • 00 2 1.0153 1,0085 
11 3.986 .:!:_,.002 0.7908 
12 3. 979 .±,. ,002 0.7915 
13 3. 996 .:!:.<: .001 o. 7901 
14 3.973 + ,.001 -. . o. 7901 
16 ?.832 + ,002 0.5627 0.5652 
17 : ?.795 +. ,001 -, 0 .. 5619 0,5711 
18 ?. 785 ± ,002 0.5554 0.5583 
19 ?. 793 .t, .• 002 o. _5561 0.5582 
20 ·1. 997 .:!:. ,,001 0.3972 
21 1 .• 997 + ' • 001 0.4023 
·: -·· 
22 "te.988 .:!:. .•001 0.4001 
23 1. 991 .:!:. '.;, 001 q.4009 
24 t. 992 .:!:. .. ~001 0,3994 
25 2.783 . .±. •• 005 .Q.4249 
27 2. 81 2 ±. .. ~ 001 q .• 4242 
Three sets of' tubes, 3 em. long, were made from 
capilla;ries .. of 0..6794 .±.. ~0006, 0.5084 .:t. ,.0002 and 0,4382.:!:. ,0061 rnm. 
diameter.~ re.~pectively~ Two fu.t'ther sets of 0,5084 mm. diameter, 
were 2 and 4 em~ long, respectively. .All tubes were calibrated 
with mercury and a radioactive solution and the:ir length accurately 
measured with a travelling microscope. After these tubes had been 
in use for some time it was observed that the openings had been 
damaged by repeated use and they were reground and recalibrated~ 
This meant a great deal of repetitive measurement to ensure 
accuracy and retarded the work by more than a month.. From time to 
time the.1:1 tubes in major use were checked ohe against the other 
with active solutio:n.s.. In table 11 the lengths and the 
intervolume relationship for the· reground tubes are given •. 
(b) Diffusion cells 
The design of these cells v~s altered a good deal in the 
initial stages of the experiments.. The designs used by previous 
workers were unsatisfactory for the purpose of this work; ·they 
used volumes of bulk liquid far in excess of the amounts of alkyl 
halides which could be used economically. Certain of the 
materials used in construction of the cells could no~ be utilised 
because of their solubility in, or reaction with the organic 
liquids. . .i\1.1-glass apparatus was necessary and the first type of 
cell used is shovm in figure 10.. This cell consisted of a 
flat-bottomed containing vessel made from a B-50 socket. The 
upper portion of the cell consisted of a B-50 cone, rounded over, 
and carrying a merc'l.l.Vy seal and hollow central tube; to which two 
cups were fitted in such a manner as to allow the stirrer to 
operate between them when driyen through the seal. The c#ps. were 
only large enough to hold one diffusion tube each and enS~d that 
this was kept in a vertical position;.. Each cup was approx:i.niately 
1 • 5, em. deep. 
These cells were about 5~5 em. in dit:mJ.eter and 15 em. 
in height and 100 ml. of mfl,teriaJ. were ·required to . ensure that 
the tubes were· .innnersed to a sufficient depth. For each run with 
eight tu'b~s, therefor~; ·400 mi. were necessary. . Difficulty was 
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QOJI!PO~s were usedi as the build---up of pressure in the cell forced 
liquid through the seal.- Taps were fitted so that the excess 
pressure could be released but these made the cells even more 
curribers orne • 
After the necessary experimental tests, (2.3.5.(h), 
pp~ 61 and 62), these cells were replaced by the smaller type shown 
in figure 11~ The containing vessel was in this oase made from a 
B":""29 socket and the cell, which required 33 ml. of liquid, was 
about 3 em. in diameter and 13 em. high. The domed portion was 
made from a B-29 cone ap.d carried a centrally :placed rod to whioh 
two ~ups were attached. Relative to the rod, a sleeve was offset 
on the dome and a st:ir!'er passed through this and was held in 
position by a rubber collar. The stirrer was a rectangle of glass 
which passed around the cups. Stirring was achieved by vertical 
movement. Lugs we~ attached to both portions of the cells so that 
these could be held together by springs to prevent loss of vapour. 
(c) Pipettes and micro ... syringe 
Pipettes were drawn out of 4 :mm. glass tubing so that the 
first 4 em.. were sufficiently fine to pass through a capillary of 
0.41+ rom. diameter.. The internnl diameter was tested by observing 
the size of resultant bUbbles· when air was blown through them whilst 
the tip was immersed in chloroform.. 
The micro-syringe consisted of an aluminium barrel, to 
which a micromete~ head carrying a fibre piston of small diameter, 
was fitted.,, Control was good and small volumes could be readily 
handled. The pipettes were attached to the syringe by means of a 
shaped piece of pressure tubing and thus formed a rigid unit with 
the syringe •.. 
(d) Constant terrq:Jerature baths 
Three water-filled baths were fitted with heating elements~. 
stirrers and toluene- .. or mercury-filled regulators. The heaters and 
regulators we:r:-e coupled up through "Sunvic'' relays and temperatures 
were maint~.if:led with: f'l.:tlc:tuat_ions of less than Oe03°C. The baths 
... ,3 .. 
were in te!I!Perature controlled rooms nnd were run at 7.351 19 .. J5 
0 and 30 •. 00 c~ These tel11Peratures vvere measured and checked from 
time to time with N.P.L. standard thermometers •. 
2.3.3. Procedure 
This was carried out in three stages: 
(a) Measurement of initial concentration, C
0 
Active material and standard tubes were placed in a bath 
at the desired temperature and allowed to reach equilibrium. The 
tubes were overfilled with active material by means of the pipette 
and micro"'"Syringe described above. The excess of liquid was 
allowed to evaporate and each full. tube immediately immersed in 
approximately 15 ml. of chloroform. Active material was expelled 
with air and uncontaminated solvent into the surrounding chloroform, 
which was then poured off and made up to a volume of 100~ 50 or 25 ml, 
These solutions were counted as detailed earlier (p. 4D , paragraph 4). 
This procedure was repeated until reproducible values were obtaine~ 
and after suitable correction the values for C
0 
were calculated by 
means of the calibration figures for the tubes used in the next 
stage. 
(b) Measurement of the final concentration, CAV 
Fo~ diffusion cells, each containing 33 ml. of inactive 
compound were placed, together with the active compound and the 
tubes to be used, in the required bath. After temperature 
equilibrium had been reached, the tubes were overfilled, placed in 
the cups and lowered carefully into the cell. The two portions 
of the cell were rotated slawly in opposite directions to remove 
excessive active material from the tops of the tubes and so establish 
the diffusion boundary at the mouth of the tube. After attaching 
the springs, the cell wus replaced in the bath. An hour later:, the 
cell liquid was gently stirred with the verticnl stirrer in order 
to remove any local concentrations due to diffusion from the tubes. 
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After a preso~ibed time the tubes were removed f~om the cells, 
- immersed in chloroform, errvtied as in (a) above, and counted. For 
each run eight results were obtained; four for the largest diamete~ 
tubes and four for the o. 51 rrnn. diameter tubes. The tubes of 
3 em. length were used in the majority of the expe~iments. Using 
tubes of different diameters ensured that there was alw~s a check 
on the gene~al con~itions of the experiment as any irregularity 
resulted in high diffusion coefficients for the larger diameter 
tubes, relative to the others. Unless results for both sets of 
tubes agreed within eXperimental error, they were discarded. 
(c) Special considerations 
The. general procedure described above could not always 
be ca.r:cied out. With methyl iodide, for example, the tubes had 
to be tied in position with pipe cleaners as the density of this 
co~ound is greater than that of the tubes. This, in addition to 
the high volatility of tho con~ound, caused great difficulty and 
only a limited nUJnber of ~esul ts could be obtained. 
In order to use the radioactive materials to the best 
advantage, each labelled corrvound was generally used to carry out 
a series of experiments at the different temperatures. This 
necessitated working to a tight schedule and it was not possible 
to calculate results for each experiment as this was completed, 
with the result that where faults arose they were not readily 
detected until a series of experiments were evaluated. Results 
vrere thus depleted throughout a series by a persistent fault in 
one of the tubes, for example, the experiments on n-butyl iodide 
at 7 and 30°0., vide table 18 (:g~ 72). 
(d) Calculation of the diffusion coefficient and energy of 
activation 
Equation 47 can be transformed as follows: 
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n = Q(') 
8 ... -··-·-·\ ...... 1 
= 7\2 <.::_¥' 
. e -(2n+1) 
2 
'7\. ~t/qJ. 2 
.............. 48 ... 2 
(2n + 1) n=O 
8 ( -e -·-9e -·25e -49e ) - __... e e e e + + + -·+ - ·~··2 (1 9 25 49 ..... ) ••• •·•·•·•· .49 
where ~~·2 e=?'f t4l. Thus 
'0 8 -e ( 1 -8e -24e -48e ) = 1'( 2 e ( + .§...._ + e + e + .... ) . . 50 9 25 49 ... •·····• 
8 ·-·e-e F 
=?(2 •••••• .51 
8 
= 1f2 
-?\~t/412 e F •••••• 52 
and log '6 8 = log 1( 2 ~?r ~t/U 2) log e + log F ••••••. 53 
and thus D = 2 
1( t log e 
8 
(log ?( 2 - log 'Y + log F) ••••...•. t54. 
For~a given temperature D is a constant and for a given tube so is 1, 
and the only variable in e, therefore, is t. ·By choosing suitable 
values of e over a wide range, corresponding values of F were 
calculated nnd curves dravr.h of e versus F. .From the value of ~ 
determined _experimentally, and assuming a value of F = 1, an 
approximate value can be calculated for e from equation 51. With· 
this a value·of F can be obtained from the curves and by 
resubstitution in 51 an improved value of e calculated. Thus by 
successive apprOximation an accurate value of F can be obtained. 
For.sui'ficiently large v2.lues of t, such that ~ is less 
than 0.4, F tends to unity and the correction, being log F, is zero. 
For reasons of necessity, however, values of t had to be chosen 
such that the value of '¥ fell between 0.4 and 0.55. . In most cases, 
therefore, F had to be evaluated and since the method of succ~ssive 
approximation is laborious, a curve relating 't and F was drawri and 
i · is given in figure··12. 
Equation 54 can now be solved as the oniy unknown is D. 
Following the above procedure diffusion coefficients for the various 
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1521 0.35 .00125 1.0013 
1533. 0.55 .00197 1.0020 
1544 o. 73 
1555 0.93 
1608 1.01 
1618 1. 3 
1628 1.47 
1639 1.65 




• 00261 1 .0026 
.00329' 1.0033 
.00362 1.0036 
• 00466 1 • 0047 





• 06717 1. 0695 
1438 23.63 .o8465 1.0884 



















1621 25.35 .09082 1.0951 
1632 25.53 .09146 1.0958 
1644 25.73 .09218 1.0966 
1654 25.9 • 09279 1. 0972 
Values,for tubes 2, 3 and 8 are converted to values for tube 1 









The value of 2830 has been discarded since it differs from the 
mean of 2900 by far more than the expected deviation of 0.8 per 
cent. The standard deviation of this mean calculated according 




























this figure ·for tube l, the 0
0 
values for the tubes used in the 
experiment have been calculated and the CAv/C0 or X values derived. 
From a knowledge of i, tbe value for Fin equation 51 (p.55), has 
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been obtained from figure 12 (follows P• 56), , !h equation 54 
(p •. 55) the only unknovvn is thus D and this can then be calculated 
according to the followihg equatibn: 
2 
D ::o 2W. ... (log : 2 .... log ~ + log F) , • t •-•., •••• •. 58 ?T t log e 
where 1 is the length in em. of the capillary1 given in: tabl-e 11 
(p. 50), tand t is the duratiotl of the exper:iment 1rt sedbnds,_ . 
Table_ 12: Calculated values of c o' X , F andb 
......... 
Tube c 'if log¥ F log F D x 105· c./iii. 2- •1 l cm,sec. 
I ., 
4 298.3 .5530 1.7429 1.0052 ,.0022 1. 5?7 
5 3128 .5364 1.7295 1 ,0041; ,0()17 1.-522 
6 2968 .5630' 1. 7505 1.-0059 ,{)p2_5 1,480 
7 2:968 .5529 1. 7426 1 ,00'52 ,0~022 1'. _562 
16 1639 .-5.601: 1.7483 1,00:57 ,OQ24 1'-.540 
117 - 1656 .5612 1. 7492 1i.0058 ,00:24 1';.,.492 
18 1:61.8 • 5552 
... 
1,7445 1 .. 0.05.3- ,,Q02-2' 1' #523 
19 1'6·18 ,5-560 1. 7451 1 .• 005'4 ,OD23 1.-527 
4 2982 .5557 11".-7448 1·.-0055 .-0022 1 .. 551' 
5 3128 5371: 1. 7301; 1.-0042 ,oo1:8 1.518 
6 2968 .5475 f.-7.3'84- 1- .. 0048 ,Q020 1,587 
7 2968 .5546 t .-7LAA> 1:.005.3 ... 00'22 1 .. 549 
16 1-639 .. 547~} t.-73'80 1:.,0Q'4$' .oo2o' 1,634-
17 1656· .-5537 f .. 77+.3,2' 1i.-0o5:2' .,0022~ 1;.r54.5 
18 1618' ··5528 t .. 7425", 1'.-00'5-2' .. oo2z t.-541 
19 1:61:8 .5609 1:.,7489 1.-0057 ,00;24; 1.493; 
(b) Results f'or iso ... butyl iodide at 30°C. 
· In the following table the- D x 1:0.5 values· :ln. em.- 2sec;t ai"'3· 
gj\ren, for· ali the e:xperinieuts carried· out for· :lso .. bu'tyl fodi~e at; 
30°c,.:" tog-ether· with their deviation A , f"rom the mean .. 
in exper:llinent 6,. weJfe disregru?ded CiS being obvimmlliy suspect-.. The 
sibndard.- deviation was, enJJculated. aceoJJding to eqtfat::Don 3·9 (p.., 4tf).~ 
Thus 
...... W':t11 f"'!• ....... \ ........ .,. 59'' . 
. l'aJ 2 
§ A· 
standa.rcl deviation =· ~, '); 
n,,.n~ .... 1- / 




Table 13: Diffusion coefficients for iso-butyl iodide 









































































































The mean for the above values is 1.543. The sum of the squares of 
the individual deviations from the mean is o. 040337 so that 
standard deviation = 
The result for iso-butyl iodide at 30°C. is thus 
D x 105 = 1.543 ± 0.007 cm~sec;1 
' The internal error is thus better than 0.5 per cent. whilst the 
worst result has a deviation from the mean of less than 6 per cent. 
2.3.5. Sources of Error and their Experimental Assessment 
From equation 54 (p. 55 ) it can be readily seen that 
the accuracy with which D can be measured is dependent on the 
accuracy with whicl:l t, 1 and ~ can be evaluated. In addition to 
their direct effect in the equation there are numerous errors which 
, may arise from the design of the experiments as a whole and in 
I 
techni1"1ue •. 
I ':1. .. 
(a) Effect of time 
The measurement of t was acourate to at least one part i+i 
a thousand and; in most cases, was bette~ than this. 
in itself, thus constitutes only a very small error. 
The tJ..roe factor 
The act.uaJ. yalue o'f t chosen for a pcll:'ticular value of D 
v1as, hovvever, :i.n;po.rtant as the. value of fJAV varieSi exponentially with t, 
Since the negative log ±s involved in the final evaluatJ:.on; and log 8/~2 
and log F are snruJ,i;: the smaller the value of log ~ the smaller will be 
the r<elative error :in .,.:ijog o and hence in Da. By V:irtue of the 
diffusion rates, hqwever:; low yalues of 't would have necessitated 
l-arge values of t.. This would have incurred lwge losses due to 
decay with corre~pondi.Dg counting difficulties and in the case of the 
bromides'· loss of· opportunity fbr replioatiort.,. 
It. vta.S 1. therefore; necessary to choose a vaiue of (f which 
could be evaL,uated in a reasonable time w:lth acdtiljacy,. By determining 
1S' values at different times, values for D were calculated and a:.ti 
indication obtained of the tipper limit at which '6 coUld be measured 
with reasonable accuracy. Furthermore1 by measuring D over diffe:rent 
pelf.iods it was possible to assess whether' convection or Vibration was 
affecting r'esults since D would inc:t'ease with time if either effect was 
marked. 
Results tabulated below :reflect values of 0 and D 
measured for ethyl bromide in the large diat:neter· tubes, 1 and 2 1 for 
different times·of diffusion.. Other similar experiments were also 
carried out but as these gave similar results to those tabulated;· 
they ar'$ not quoted. 
Table 14~ Values of ¥ and D determined at d:ii'fe:tent values of' t 
II '62 ! ·?.5-21 ,.5665- .5.528 .468'1 .3983 .39'16 .,}81.7 ,23·19j 
I+ _ _.... -"-:~"""""-+-1 -":'"""'-~--...."'"'!"-'""--......_...._......_...__......._.-....-........,-..--........,-=----.o=;;;;."""'"".......-....-."""""-4' 
'
1
! D X 105 - 11' 5, ~7 3cr8'0 3#!>7 3. 26 3,64- 3,2$ 3cr~7 3.1..,;3 2 .. --1~ · I .\ 
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It is apparent that for a !$' value of 0;. 55 or less, reasonable 
results could be expected. No m-'ll'ked effect due to vibration or 
convection was noticeable though it was apparent that greater 
replication was necessary to achieve accuracy in the evaluation of D~. 
(b) The influence of stirrilrl.g and cell design 
.AssUllli.Tig that there is little conv:eqtion in the bulk 
liquid, diffusion of material from the tubes will result in a 
concentration of active material at the tube openings with a 
resultant suppression of diffusion rate. This would probably be 
marked only in the early stages and the effect would tend to disappear 
with long pe~iods of diffusion, due partly to convection in the bulk 
liquid and to the decreasing rate of diffusion with time. In order 
• 
to reduce the times of diffusion, tests were carried out to ascertain 
the amotint of stirring required to obtain accurate values of 't in the 
region of 0.,5,. At the same ·time the small·er cells, with their 
different method of stirring, were also tested. 
The initial experiments carried out vdll not be quoted as 
these were useful only in the development of the methods adopte~. 
The main experiments using sec~butyl bromide are given as examples and 
these were followed by experiments with ethyl iodide which confirmed 
the results for the butyl bromide, and have consequently been ornitte~. 
Large cells containing sec-butyl bromide were left untouched for 18 
and 36 hours.,. whilst another was stirred mechanically for 18 hours. 
Sma.ll cells were carefully hand-s.tirred at the stort of the 
experiment arid again an hour later.and were left for a further 23 hours. 
Results for these runs a:t'e tabulated in table' 1 ?• 
Table 15: Effect of stirring 
. 5 .. 
Time D ~ 10 _1 Conditions h. em. se~. 
18 Static 1. 805 .±. .026 
36 " 1 !' 939 .±. .018 
18 Mechanically stir:r;-ed 1. 933 .±. .036 




Providing, therefore, that stirring was carried :out in the initinJ. 
stages or the times taken increased considerably, either c~ll type 
-could be used. The hand-stirred smaller cell was the most 
convenient and was used in all subseque!lt experiments. During the 
cout'Se of these experiments further observations were made with 
regard to stirring but in all cases, except vv:here this was excessive, 
the results were constant. 
(c) The effect of length of diffusion ~ath 
The actual length of the capillaries was determined with ... 
good accuracy as may be seen .from table 11 · (p. 50). Since D is 
. ·. 
. 2 < 
proportional to 1 the error introduced is very smal~ namely 
Wa:ng(36) considers, however, that the diffusion path may 
be affected by an accumulation of active material above the mouth 
of the tube when there is no stirring, or by a sweeping out of 
material from the tube mouth when stirring is excessive. He 
eliminates any errors· by using tubes of different lengths to obtain 
the necess~ corrections. As may be seen from table 16 the 
results for tubes of differe~t lengths do not differ significantly 
and the effects found by Wang are not apparent under the conditi.ons. 
adopted here. · 




















D X 105· 
2 -1 cm.sec11 · · 
2.226 + .010. . - . 
2. ?12 .:!::. ~~?14 
2. 200 .:!::. ·?09 
1. 995 + .014 
. -
2.026 + .009 
. - ' 
2. 015 .±, • 011 . ' 
1.602 f.. ,009 
1.606 :!:. .013 







(d) The effect of vibration and convection as checked with tubes 
of different diameters 
As. nn additional check to that in (a), on the effect of 
vibration and.convection, tubes of different diameters were used· 
since ·the smaller the diameter of the tubes the smaller should be 
the effect produced by either convection or vibration.· The 
smaller the diameter, ··however, the greater are the diffiCulties of 
filling and eill"!Pty'ing of the tubes and any errors in analysis are 
proportionally higher because of the srnDller volume, Tubes of 
three diameters were used and results are given in table 17. 
· .. Table 17:: ·. Tube diameter and variation in D 
.. I 




j ...... ., ····· , __ ' c. - :mm. .. cm,.sec. ... s .. ~r-· · .. 
Eti '' 30.00. 0.44 2.561 .±.' .021 
0.51 2.579.:!:. .012 
0.,68 2.594.:!:. .015 
i 
0.44 1 .. 819.:!:. ,.009 
I secBUBr · 19.35 I 
I 
·I 
I 0.51 1.940.:!:. .011 




0.44 2.163.:!:. .017 
I 
secBUBr I . 30.00 
! 
0.51 2. 231 + .012 
o.6s 2.220.:!:. .,.015 
!t will be seen that though the two larger diameter tubes are in 
good agreement the smallest diameter tubes are decidedly lower for 
sec-butyl bromide. Other experiments were attempted but in most 
cases·there was alw~s doubt as to the reliability of the re~ults 
and it was not possible to obtain the necessary replication. In 
view of the agreement of the tvv-o other sets throughout the 
inwstigation the discrepancy due. to the smallest tubes was 
disregarded~ Four of each of the larger diameter tubes· were used 
in m6st of the experiments and it was observed that if anything 
' t:mtowa,r;d occurred during an experiment., this was reflected as a 
large discrepancy' between the results obtained with each set. of 
··! tubes. In these cases· the results were discarded and the experiment 
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I 
repea~ed after the fault had been recognised and rectified. 
(e) Hydrostatic effect and purity of the bulk liquid 
. Bearing in mind that limited volumes were available, 
suitable volumes had to be selected to ensure sufficient coverage 
of the tubes. Results for volumes of 30, 33 and 35 ml• were 
. 5 2 -1 
2.236, 2.233 and 2.232 x 10 om.sec. , respectively. The volume 
of 33 ml. used was thus well within a:ny limit there might be. Due 
to inequalities in the lengths of the solid portions of the tubes 
and in the levels of the tube holders, tubes were not always 
:imnersed to the same depth in the bulk liquid. A note was made of 
the relative positions of tubes in a cell but over a period of 
months no correlation was found between the results obtained for 
those tubes immersed to a lesser depth, relative to the others. 
It is thus evident that no effect due to differences in 
hydrostatic pressure was noticeable under the conditions adopted. 
In certain cases repeat runs had to be carried out in 
the same bulk liquid. Considering the largest tubes used,·with 
• 
volumes of 0. 01 ml., two of which were immersed in 33 ml. , of bulk 
liquid, the highest concentration of labelled compound in the bulk 
liquid could be only one-thousandth of that in the tubes at the end 
of a second run. This should have no measurable effect on the 
diffusion rate and this was in fact found to be the case. 
It' was virtually :irry_)ossible to prevent actinic 
decomposition of some of the higher homologues. This manifested 
itself' as a colour in the liquid but had n.o apparent effect on the 
refractive indices at the concentrations encountered. Slight 
1 :irry;lurity of' this nature in the bulk liquid should have no effect 
on the diffusion of' the lab.elled material. This wns checked by 
using col~)Ured. and pure materials as. bulk liquids in two 
successive experiments but no sj gnif'icant differences could be 
detected. 
Purity of the labelled material was, however, always 
, maintained since any free halogen would lead to the measurement of 
a coefficient dt,le partly to free halogen and partly to alkyl halide. 
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Any foreign irr!Pt.tr':lty such as the alcohol;~ the solvent or wa.ter 
wo~d ~esult in the measurement of the interdiffusion of the alkyl 
h.aJ..ide in the resultant .mixtwe. 
(f) Tu:rbu.lence effects 
It was thought that the movement of the tubes into and 
through the bulk liquid during the establishment of the boW1dary 
and subsequent removal from the cell, might cause turbulence in 
the liquid. This might then result in the removal of liquid from 
the tubes and affect results. In oroer to check this, tubes were 
filled and counted, and after drying them they were overfilled and 
introduced into the cells, rotated in the usual way and i.mmediately 
removed and counted. There was a sl~ght difference in the 
counting rates before and after immersion but this was so small 
that the change in D was negligible and well within the normal 
error. 
(g) Effect of errors in· ~ 
As is apparertt from the above, the expected errors CD.ti 
all be reduced to low values. The error ih )( r which is due to 
technique and to errors in counting (2 •. 2.1J.o.(:::..) ~ rp.4-1; .42), 
cah; howevex-, not be reduced to below that of the combined errors 
involved in the evaluation of C
0 
and CAV and this error is the 
limiting factor in the accurate determ:i.nation of D. The er:t'or 
in counting rate' was about 0 •. 8 per cent. !n. the evaluation o:f 
C
0 
this error- could be reduced by repetition but, except by 
replication the expected error· in C AV could not be less than 
O• 8 per cent.. In conibinihg the eriors of· fi qt10tiertt the error 
is given by the square root. of the sum of the squared percentage 
errors and it is estimated that the error in ~ · was thus seldom 
less than 1 per oent• For· a value· of 't = 0.55 the resultant 
error in D was sJ:i'ghtly. greater than 3 per cent. By keeping ),'· 
as low as possible and repeating measurements, .. it was possible to 
1 
reduce the internal error ·and evaluate D .with fair ·accuracy.. It 
\ 
I is realised,. however,. that the .results ·might be biased, but it is 
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estimated ~hat this would. not be by 1JlO!'e than. 1.5 per cep.t • 
. ~~ 4-- M;::asurement of Viscosity Coeffioients 
Methods and apparatus for the evaluation of viscosities 
are many and varied and with the theory have been comprehensively 
dealt vdth in the literature(?1). It is considered unnecessary 
to give further details here and only pertinent information is 
given. 
2.4.1. Apparatus 
Two Ostwald type viscometers were used of 12,282 and 
11. 981 ml. capacity and with capillaries of 12.5 and }. 2. 3 em. length, 
respectively. 0 6 The times o.f flow for water at.19.35 C. were 357. 
and 2,010 seconds; respectively. 
2. 4. 2. Procedure 
Viscometers were cleaned with filtered chromic acid 
solution, washed with filtered distilled water and dried, where 
necessary, vvith pure acetone and a stream of dust-free air. The 
viscometer was filled, allowed to reach temperature equilibrium and, 
after ensuring that the volume was correct, it was verticnlly aligned. 
Liquid was transferred to the upper bulb by suction with a syringe 
and the free flow of liquid timed between two marks on either side of 
this bulb. This was repeated until the accuracy of the value was 
satisfactory. Values were obtained both for the liquid of kn6vvn and 
for that of unknown viscosity at the three te:rrperatures concerned and 
the unknown viscosity v~s evaluated by application of.the following 
equation: 
t . 1 
·······~····· 60. 
The viscosity of the unknown-12, can.be determined if. the densities 
p , . and the. times of flow t, are knovm for the known and unknovvn 
1 
1iqu:i.ds.here.designated by the subscripts 1 and 2, respectfve]y.-, 
·where the times ·of flow differ· greatly a correction for the 
kinetic end effects,_ as indicated in 2.,4-.J:~(b);: has to be applied. 
The energy of activatioh is ·.evaluated from equation 25, viz. · 
·l'ljj == ~ eEl/RT ~ byplotting log J versus J/T and calculating 
E1 from the slope of the st!'aight line obtained~ 
2. 4. .3. Sources of E!'ror and Experimental Detalls 
(a) The effect of errors in the physical constants used 
From equn.tion 60 it is apparent that the accuracy ·with 
which '7 2 can be determined,, depends on the accuracy with which 
the viscosity of the standard and the densities of the compounds 
are knovm. ·1'he viscosity of water,. which was used as the 
standard, is known to four figures with a presumed accuracy of 
0.1 per cent·. The densities are lmown to f:i.ve figures with a 
I presumed accuracy of 0.05 per cent. The effect of thGse e~ors 
should be negligibly small. 
(b) The effect of times of flow 
Asslli~ng that there are no other effects due to times of 
flow the effect of errors in t should be very small since these 
were measured to an accuracy of 0.05 per cent. .Combining this 
I 
. error and those given in (a) the combined error should not be 
l 
1 greater than 0.11· per cent. · Where the times of flow for the two 
1 
liquids concerned differ· and are relatively short, however, kinetic 
I . 
end effects due to the different ·fiow velocities become apparent 
I 
and must be allowed· for,. 
Poiseuille1 s 'equation (72) for the relationship between 
viscosity and other factors f.or flovv of a. Newtonian liquid through 
~= ••• ··~ ·• .•• •,•-···. 61 
:where h is the liquid head, g the gravitation81 constant, r the 




the capillary •. ,~In applying this~ however, ·Of.le does not ·encounter 
a situation in which the flow of the liquid is confined within a 
length of capillary. Corrections due to the net energy losses 
sustained in establishing flow in the capillary, and in retlll:"ning 
to flow in the wider tube beyond the capillary, must be applied. 
Discussion of the effects involved are to be found in the 




hg:r tp 1(_ ..!.£.. 
8lv 81t'l1' 
•••••••••••••• 62 
or /~'1 - c pt (Bf/t) •••••••• 0 ••••• 63. 
Thus '?1 = c f1t1 (B f>1/t1) • • • • e • • • • • .. • • 64 
and "12 = c f2t2 - (B f2f't2) ···&········· 65. 
,.,1 B 66 Now if c = 
P1t1 
- 7 ••••••.••.• Ill. 1 
'12 CL ~l f2t2 
Bf2 
67 = + +-
tp1t1 t2 
...... ., ..... 
t2 
2 2 
'11 f2 B (t2 
... 
t1 ~ and '12 = t1 + f2.(t2 ••••• 68 f 1 t2 1 
Which is equation 60 plus a correction term. '\'v'here t 1 and t 2 are 
similar this correction is practically zero and can be omitted but 
in the oo~ounds investigated they vrere widely different and i·t was 
neoessary to apply the correction. The viscosity of benzene is 
accurately knovm over a wide range of temperatures and this compo~~d 
was mee2ured as a check on the accuracy of the method and the applied 
correction. Agreement ·with the data in the literature was good. 
:{c) Surface tension effect 
In an endeavour to reduce the effect of the widely 
dii'feri.ng times of flow, a smaller bore capillary viscometer was 
tried as the relative diff'erence in times would be reduced.. With 
water as the standard, :however, the results obta:ined were high and 
this was attributed to .the difference in Stu"'face tens ion between 
this liquid and the organic .materiaiLs being investigated. Values 
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for benzene were also high but by using benzene as the standard, 
vnlues for the liquid investigated, namely n-butyl iodide, were 
brought into line with the previous determ:ination as can be seen 
from figure 13 (follows. p. 70). The sil.r:race tension of benzene 
and nwbutyl iodide are very similiU'. With the wider bore capillary 
the effect due to the:difference in surface tension:was assumed to 
be negligible since results were the same whether ;vnter or benzene 
were used as' standards. 
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PART III 
VISCOSITY liND SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS OF PURE 
ALKYL HALIDES 
3.1. Viscosity Coefficients 
The results have been presented in graphical form in 
figure 13 in which log 7 is plotted versus the reciprocal of the 
absolute temperature. The data in Timmermans(55) have ~een 
included for the sake of comparison. The four liquids investigated 
were n- and sec-butyl bromides and n- and sec-butyl iodide. Results 
for n-butyl iodide are given for th~ ~vo viscometers both for water 
and benzene as the standards. The discrepancy in the case of the 
smaller capillary vvith water is clearly noticeable. It :Ls apparent-, 
however, that the slopes of the curves are similar so that activation 
energies would in any case be con-gJarable. 
A marked discrepancy between the values deterffiined and 
those from Timmermans is apparent only in the case for sec-butyl 
iodide. This set of measurements was repeated and the values 
obtained verified those previously determined at the lower 
temperatures. The value at 30°C. lined up with these, where 
previously it had been higher. The line through these points is 
virtually parallel to that of n-butyl iodide. It will be seen that 
for the bromides measured, the slopes are also the same and on this 
basis it is felt that the results obtained for sec-butyl iodide·are 
more likely to be correct than those quoted in the li terature.o 
The activation energies calculated from the above results 
are tabulated together vnth those calculated from published data 
for the other alkyl halides in table 21 (p. 76 ) • They are there 
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3.2. Self-dif:f'usion Coefficients 
3 •. 2. :1.-. E.xperimental DetailG 
As indicated in 2.3.5. (g) (p. 65) there are oe1~aih 
limitations to the accuracy which can be attaihed in the evaluation 
of the diffusion coefficie~tp. In order to obta:i.il. results with 
\ a reasonable degree of accuracy it was necessary to make a large 
\ 
number of observations and to treat them statistically.. The amount 
_of work involved was considerable and the number of observations 
1 
made and used in each determination has been listed together vdth 
! reasons for the non-inclusion of certain of the observations. This 
I 
I 
; list :i.ilcludes actual results .only, and does not take into 
1
, consideration experiments which had to be discontinued due to 
'breakages, failure of· air conditioirlng plant, thermostats or 
I 
:Stirr.ihg devices •. 
I 
In certain cases additional problems arose and a number 
9f experiments were.lost. The experiments with methyl iodide v-rere 
I 
complicated by the high density of the liquid and although the 
tubes were fastened in position these did on occasions float loose •. 
T,he low boiling po:i.ilts of this material, ethyl and n-propyl bromide, 
increased the difficulties and on occasion caused the loss by 
I 
evaporation of labelled material before sufficient measurements of 
t~e concentrated material had been made. In the case of the 
82 
bromides this led to considerable loss of time as Br was not 
readily availa"ble •. 
No e.xplanation has been offered in the table in cases 
where two or three. results have not· been taken into consideration. 
·These were generally inadmissable due to bad technique or loss of 
I 
the individual sample by spillage or accident. 
. - 72 .. 











































































































First ten discarded as technique 
and apparatus were being developed. 
Near boiling point. Bubbles fonned 
in three tubes. 
.An experiment of 8 results was 
disregarded as the counter was 
suspect. · 
Incor.rect time chosen for first 4 
with resultant poor accuracy. 
Increased replication was found to 
be necess~ at this temperature. 
Results for one cell obviously false · 
due to excessive stirring. 
Repetitive fault due to decreased 
volume in two capillaries because of 
glass splinters from pipette. 
Two tubes faulty. 
Same two tubes faulty as in experi-
ments at 7°C. and bubbles found in 
two others. 
Eight discarded as materinl found 
to be coloured i.e. impure. 
Group of 4 obviously false. 
Eight results not considered as 
serious discrepancy between smaller 
and wider diameter tubes. 
Major portion of earlier tests 
carried out with this material but 
reproducibility poor. 
Further replication not attempted 
bece..use of low boiling point. 
Difficulty found in obtaining this 
compound pure due to a.zeotropic 
mixture. 
Reproducibility poor; 8 disregarded 
·as solution found. to be impure. 
Eight disregarded as same solution 
used as above.-
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mpc.. No. of observations 
1
1' 




































Solution found to be coloured for 
one set of 8. 
Set of 4 obviously false. 
0 . 
Same solution as used at 7 c., and 
8 disreg3X'ded. 
Sixteen results disregarded as 
part of initial experiments on 
stirring. Another 8 lost due to 
counting difficulties. 
II I 30 28 20 Serious discrepancy between larger 








From the above table it is evident that it would be 
\ impracticable to detail all the observations made and unnecessary to 
\give all the calculations leading up to the individual results. The 
\values obtained in two successive experiments were detailed, in.· 
I . 
I 
2.3.4. (a), (pp. 56 to 58) and this was followed by all the results 
obtained for the substance at one temperature together with the method 
1
of calculating the mean and the standard deviation associated with it 
:(2.3.4. (b), pp. 58, 59). 
I 
3.2.2. Results 
Mean values of the diffusion coefficients measured for the 
thirteen compounds examined are listed in table 19, together with 
the standard deviations ·calculated for the number of replications. 
indicated. 
I 
None of the results for the iodides have an internal 
deviation of greater than 1 per· cent. irrespective of whether the 
I 
replication was large or not. For the bromides the number of 
I 
replicates was in general not as large due to the greater difficulty 
I 
of obtaining bromine-82 and the limited usage that could be made of 




Table 19: Self-dii'fusion coefficients of the lower al~l halides 
' 
D X 105 I Temp. D X 105 I oc. Componnd. 2 -1 Reps Compound 2 -1 I 
: I erne sec. em; sec;, 
I I 
', I 7.35 Me I 2.16;6 .±. .013 16 
I I 19.35 .2. 671 .±. • 018 14-I' I 30.00 3.241 .±: .• 025 13 I, 
I I 
7.35 Eti 1. 838 .±. • 015 18 · .. EtBr 2.847.:!:. ~035 '' II 
11 19 .. 35 2. 21 2 .±. • 014 32 3.4-83 .±. .033 
\I 
30.00 2.589 .±. .• 013 29 4-.176 .±. • 084 
7,.35 nPri 1~362.:!:. .• 011 28 nPrBr 2. 026 .±. • 009 .I 
II 
II 19.35 t. 623 .±. .• 011 32 2.380.:!:. .014-
:i I 
30.00 1.922 .±. .016 40 2. 751 .:!:. .014 
7.35- isoPri 1-.435 .±. ~012 24 isaPrBr 2. 077 .±. • 01 2 
19.35 . 1.725 .±. .• 008 20 2.467 .±. .012 
I 30.00 2. 049 .±. .• 011 20 2~ 8-9~ .±. • 01 2 
I nBur -1.135 .±. .008 28 nBuBr 1. 588 .±. ·• 008 1: 7-.35 
I' 
1 • 347 .±. ·• 007 31 1-.872.:!:: .011 ', 19 .. 35 
l3o.·oo 1.. 685 .±; .007 25 2. 222 .±. -~ 011 
I -·7-.35 iso13ui 1 .• 0%.±. .007 24 I isoBuBr 1. 495 + .• 014 I 
! 
1. 263 .±. "• 007 
I 
jl9.35 23 1 • 800 .±. • 013 
1\3~00 1. 543 .±. • 007 28 I 2.170 .±. .• 018 I 
I II 7-.35 secBui _ 1.124- .±. .oo6 32 l sec13uBr 1 • 600 .±. • 013 I 
1 119.35 1.353 .±. .009 31 I 1. 936 + .011 
! ' I -. I I 
1. 607 .±. .012 I ·3o.oo 31 ! 2. 255 .t • 022 
' I 
Reps = Replications. 





















cases except that of ethyl bromide where they were 1.5 and 2,per cent. 
I . . 
for the 7.35 and 30~00°0. experiments, respectively. These results 
i .· ( ) 
c;-re an improvement on those of Graupner and Winter 38 which were: 




t °C. 15 22 5 30 1 ~mpera ure • 
I . 5 2 -1 6 6 6 1Dx10 cm.sec. 3.0.±_0.37 3.80.±_0.2 3.9 .±_0.19 
~--~~------------------~--------------------~~----~~~ 
T:ID.e relation of these results to those in table 19 may be. more 
readily judged from figure 15 (follows p~']6) where the l9g D/T 
[, 
values have been plotted versus 1/T. 
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3. 2. 3.· General Discussion 
(a) Variation O:f D with chain length 
There is a definite decrease in D \vith increase in 
molecular weight in both the iodides and the bromides. The number 
of homologous compounds is, however, too limited to give more than 
an indication of the manner of this variation. In the case of the 
iodides D appears to decrease linearly vdth increase in the number 
of carbon atoms in the chain length but for the bromides the decrease 
is very much greater between ethyl and n-propyl than between n-propyl 
and n-butyl bromide. The values obtained by Partington et al. (39) 
for the first four alkyl alcohols in the homologous series decreased 
' progres;=dvely less as the chain length increased. It is of interest 
to note that the viscosity of both the halide series, and the alcohols 
1 increases linearly with chain length over the range considered here. 
(b) Variation of D between isomers 
Both the iso-propyl compounds have significantly higher 




in the butyl group, the iso-compounds are both lower than either the 
.nonnal or second~ ones which are themselves not significantly 
different. From table 4 (p. 23 ) it may be seen that the values for 
iso-propyl alcohol are higher than for the normal alcohol. Thooe 
, for· the tert-butyl alcohol are lower than those for the normal 
I 
1
compound. This fact coupled with the results for the iso-butyl 
'compounds given above might be taken as an indication that the 
branching in the chain restricts movement of these compounds, which 
'is what would be expected. 
3.2~4. Discussion of Results in Relation to Existing The.ories 
I 
The Eyring and Frenkel theories give the only basis of 
ealculation upon which diffusion results can be related and it is 
proposed to carry out calculations similar to those made by 
previous workers ill this field. 
I 
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(c) Evaluation of Activation Energies 
In view of the discussion in 1. 2. 2., (p. 23) on the 
temperature dependence of D0 , it has been decided to plot log D/T 
versus J/T arid log ~ versus J/T e In figures 14 and 15 the results 
given in table 19 (p. 74) have been plotted on this basis and the 
errors indicated. It will be seen that straight lines have been 
obtained in all cases. The 19°C. results seem in general to be 
slightly low but this can probably be attributed to eX]?Crimental 
error rather than to deviation from linearity. The results. 
obtained by Graupner and Winter (38) for ethyl bromide have also 
been plotted and agree with the present results wi.thin their 
experimental error, which is very much larger than found in the 
present work. 
. The energy of activation for diffusion has been calculated 
from the slope of the plots in the two figures and an error has been 
attributed to them on the basis of the rniucima and minima of the 
diffusion coefficients at the extreme temperatures. The energy of 
activation for viscosity has been calculated from plots, the values 
for which were tnken either from the literature or the work 




Values for E:o and E? for the lower alkyl halides 
I 
I compound En 
I kcai. 
IVIei 2.43 .:±:. .19 
I 
Eti 1. 98 + .10 
'- < 
I riPri 1. 99 i .12 
is aPr I 2. 08 + .10 . - . 
nBui. 2.01 .±. • 09, 
isoBui 2.34 .:±:. .08 
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The En values, both in the iodide and broniide series are all s:imilar 
although the v:alues for the iso- cornponnds are slightly higher than 
those for their· isomers. The lo.ver boiling compotm.ds have higher 
values than the others but this seems tm.lilcely since one would 
expect any variation to lie in the opposite direction. This 
discrepancy is probably due to expe:d .. mental error particularly as 
one would expect the agreement which is fotm.d in the E'1 values to 
be reflected in the values for the diffusion process. That the 
activation energies are similar throughout the series might be 
ascribed to the predominant size of the halide atoms in the 
. 
The similarity of En in the series does not agree vnth 
the observation made by Oholm(73) that solutes possessing large 
diffusion coefficients usually have smaller temperature coefficients, 
but the range of diffusion coefficients is not very wide and the 
present results are not really suitable as a test of this broad 
! generalization. Long~worth (42), hovvever, examined a series of 
materials with molecular \.yeights ranging from 19 to 68,000 and· his 
findings also disagree with those of Oholm in that the temperature 
coefficients he measured increased only slightly with increasing 
particle size. 
The similarity between the activation energies for the 
two processes is reasonably good. This is what is to be expected 
from the theories of Frenkel and Eyring which require them to be 
the same for the two processes. 
I On page 494 of the book by Glasstone, Laidler and 
'tJEyring( 22) values far the ratio of the energy of activation for 
flow are given as lying between 3 and 4 for unassociated 
liquids other than metals.. From the published data for the 
enthalpy of vaporisation given in table 26 (p •. 85); .G>Evap values 
have be.en calculated and the ratio of these to the E; values 
given above? are,. except for ethyl iodide, within the limits quoted. 
The ratios for methyl,. ethyL and sec-butyl iodide are 3. 76, 4. 33 
; and 4.03 end for e:tthyl, n-propyl,. iSo-propyl and n-butyl bromide, 
.: 




(b) Constanc:>; of D j/T and Parameters Derived from these Values 
The calculated values of D ""? /T are. presented in the table 
below, In agreement with the fact that En and E :, are 
consistent with one another the D'1/T values, except for methyl 
iodide, are fairly constant for each of the compounds. The 
variation probably does not exceed the experimental error, 
indicating reasonable agreement in contrast to the values for the 
organic liquids discussed on page 25 (paragraph below table 5). 
Table 22: Values of D'? /T for the lower alkyl halides 
!compound 0 Temp. c. I 10 D/ T x 10 Compound D;l/T X 10 10 .. 
Me I 7.35 4..250 
19.35 4..4-77 
30.00 4-.766 
Eti 7.35 4.388 EtBr 4.598 
19.35 4-.4-60 4.717 
30.00 4.523 4.800 
rlPri 7.35 4.195 rlPrBr 4.292 
19.35 4..149 4.229 
30.00 4.188 4.225 
isciPri 7.35 4.114 isciPrBr 4.116 
19.35 ~103 4.092 
30.00 4.173 4.·~44· 
nBui 7.35 4.061 nBuBr 4.104 
19.35 3.;397 4.006 
30.00 4.113 4-.155 
isoBui 7.35 3.896 isoBuBr 4.198 
19.35. 3.838 3.955 
30.00 . 3. 954 4.067 
secBui .. 7.35 3.$10 secBuBr 3.901 
. . 
19.35 3.765 4.026 
30.00· 3.827 3.995 
. -· 
In c p.lculating the par~eters to: the molecules W'5 




and yields a wlue of A.2 !-.I 1\1 from which ;\1 and ~ >-.3 can be 
evaluated if we assume that A 1 A. 2 )-,3 = V/N. Values of >.. 1 and 
' 1 
()\ 2 i'. 3
)2 calculated for 19.35°C. are listed in table 23 and it 
1 
will be seen that ~ 1 << ( ;\ 2 A. 3)2 , and is probably smaller than 
either )\ 2 or Ay On the basis that A 2 is the lateral distance. 
between neighbouring molecules and resistance to motion would be 
least if this were not the largest value, it was assumed that 
A 2 < /\3. Scale models(74) of the stretched molecules have been 
measured in order to obtain relative values for CO!f!P~ison with 
)... 1 , A. 2 and .Ay 
1 
Table 23: Eyring values of t\
1
, ( >..2)\3)2 and A.2>--l A1 
I From exptl. D '?~T values Estimated fr""'todels I 
I 
>.1 ( "2>-3)2 A2"l~1 j Compound A 1 ( A 2>.3) A2Y~ 
11. A A A A A i 
I 




Eti 2.08 8.02 31.3 3.50 5.41 8.40 1 
nPrr· 2.20 8.56 33.3 3.50 5. 61 
I 
9.01 ! 
isoPri 2.22 8.64 34.5 4.60 6.36 8.77 
nBui 2.34 8. 99 34.5 3.50 6.03 10.42 
isoBui 2. 30 9.10 35.7 4.83 6.65 9.17 
secBui 2. 28 9.15 37.0 5.21 6.46 8.00 
EtBr 2.06 7.76 29.4 3.50 5.23 7.81 
nPrBr 2.15 8.38 32.3 3.50 5.48 8.551 
isoPrBr 2.14 8. 51 33.3 4.60 6.19 8.33 
:riBuBr 2.27 8.85 34.5 3.50 5. 96 10.10 
isoBuBr 2.27 8.90 34.5 4.86 6.50 8.70 
secBuBr 2. 29 8.87 34.5 5.00 6. 26 7.87 
The agreement be~veen the results calculated from the experimental 
D "'7 /T values and the values estimated from the models is not good 
even though the fa~t that the estimated values should be slightly 
less, is considered. The ratios }\ 2 ~I )1.. 1 should, however~ be 
COJr!Parable with those for the estimated values but as may be seen 
they differ vT.i.dely.. This ratio is also a mean value of S if we 
assume X .1 = ;., 2 = )\ 3 = b , ·and is the value obtained b;y applying 
Frenkel'' s equation, i.e. equation 16 (p. 15). 
. I 
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The experimentally derived values are based .on the use 
of the molecular volume V/N and this implies that the molecules 
are symmetrical and that the packing is near-cubical. . . This is 
by no means true for the p:-esent case and all that may be 
expected is some relationship between the values obtained and the 
molecular dimensions. The product ), 2 ;... 3 
appears to increase 
fairly regularly with chain length and if the lateral distance 
between chams, 'A 2, is nearly constant in each series this 
product would be approximately proportional to the length of the 
molecule. Exact proportionality should, however, not be 
expected as some freedom of rotation about C-C bonds may be 
retained. 
The fact that '1\ 1 is the smallest value bears out the 
Eyrhlg definition of this parameter for molecules of a 
non-spherical nature. The values are, however, very much smaller 
than the diameters of the halogens concerned although they are 
larger than their radii. 
Applying the Stokes-Einstein relationship 
~­
kT - ••••••••••••• 70 
the radius r has been calculated at 19.35°0. and a COII:q)arison 
1 
made with the values of ~(V/N)3 and values of the maximum radii 
for both the stretched and coiled configurations of the molecules 
as derived from scale models (74). A~ may be seen the values 
obtained from equation 70 are sn~ler than the estimated values. 
This might be taken as an indication that the factor 6 is too 
large and that the equation should be modified for self-diffusion 
conditions. The values are, however, more r.ealistic than those 
derived from the Eyring equation. This was also found to be 
the case for the materials considered in 1.2.3. (p. 28, paragraph 2) • 
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Table 24: Stokes-Einstein values of r 
i From exptl. 1 IC 6inp ound D ~/T values ~(V/N)3 Estimated from mode"J,.s 
I r r r il d 
I 
stretched co ·e 
A A A ~~. .t~ 
. ' 
Mel 1.64 2.35 2.64 2.,64 
Etl 1.64 2.55 3.33 3.14 
nPrl 1.77 2. 72 3. 93 3.33 
i 
isaPrl 1.79 2.75 3.32 3.15 
I 
I 
nBui 1.83 2.87 4.54 3.25 I I 
I 
isoBui 1. 91 I 2.88 3. 93 3.35 
I 
I secBui 1. 95 2.88 3.70 3.30 i 
I 
I EtBr 1.55 2.50 3.60 3.01 I 
I nPrBr 1.73 2. 66 3.25 3.18 
liaaPrBr. 1.78 2.69 3.19 3.02 
i 
I 
nBuBr 1.83 2.82 4.44 3.25 
jisoBuBr 1.85 2.82 3---75 3.18 
lsecBuBr 1.82 2.83 3.70 3.'30 
I 
(c) Values of. Derived Thermocynamic Qrumtities 
A similar type of calculation to that carried out by 
·Partington et al.( 39) for the evaluation of bG:f:. and .b.s:f· the free 
I 
energy and entropy of activation, has been made on the basis of 
equations 30 and 31 (pp.28,Z9) •. As suggested by Eyring, 0 has been 
1 
evaluated by assuming that <) = (V/N) 3• The values obtained were 
calculated at 19.35°C. and are listed in table 25. 
·Table 25: Values of AG:f:. and 6.s* for the lower alkyl halides 
AG:f L\st 






Mel 3.6t -4.02 
Etl 3.82 -6.32 EtBr 3.53 -4.28 
:nPri 4.08 -7.10 :nPrBr 3.83 -7.27 
is aPr I 4.05 -6.71 isoPrBr 3.82 -6.56 
nBui 4.11 -7.22 nBuBr 4.03 -7.22 
isoBui 4.29 -6.69 isoBuBr 4..06 -6.35 
secBui 4.25 -7.41 secBuBr 4.02 -7.27 
i 
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As found by Partington et eJ.. for the homologous series of 3lcohols 
there is a small but steady increase ·in b G:f: ·in spite of there 
being no trend of variation in En• Contrary to ·their findings 
though, . the variation is A sf is not haphazard but decreases vvi th 
increasing molecular weight of the compounds. ··The values for the 
iso-butyl compounds in each series resemble those of the iso-propyl, 
and this is of interest when one considers that these compounds 
have c3 chains with a substituent on the c2 carbon atom. 
The values of /.J. sf, are negative and this might imply 
some degree of ordering or loss of rotation of the molecules. It 
is of interest to note that for the similar process of viscous flmv, 
Bondi ( 26 ) also found that the values for ~ s:f were negative for 
the lower molecular weight hydrocarbons. 
In calculations carried out by Eyring of the entropy fa,ctor 
( 0')) 
for diffwion on page 525 of tho ·book "Theory of Rate Processes n · .::.."- _, 
he e.,.raluated for phenol in methyl alcohol, phenol 
in benzene, tetrabrom- in tetrachlor-ethane and bromine in carbon 
disulphide and obtained values of 1.4~ 1.4, l.O and 0.4 .&, 
respectively. He states that these results "indicate that A sf 
cannot differ appreciably from zero; 
. :t= I . 6S R. 1.e. e 1s 
approximately unity, and the figures given are roughly equal to 
D , the distance from one equilibrium position to the next in 
diffusion. ~· As may be seen these values are very much smaller 
than would be expected for the systems under consideration. If, 
as was fo1..U1d above, the value for A s=f is taken not as unity but 
as a negative value, . the resultant value of 8 would be greater 
and hence more realistic •. 
=I= It must be noted, however, that the values for AS·, 
as ealculated for the halides, cannot be ta~n as quantitative 
since the evaluation of ~ G::f ,. upon which these are dependent, 
is by no means accurate.. The dimension 0 is not known and the 
value used assumes a compact molecule occupying a cubical space • 
..!.. 
The greater the value of 6,. the larger the value of A G-t and the 
smaller the value of A sf.. If one considers an elongated 
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molecule moving in a direction such that the rest of the molecule 
offers least resistance to this movement, 8 vvould be at least as 
great as the largest dimensions of the molecule. Using this 
value for 0, 6 st tends to a more negative value since. A G=\= 
increases considerably. Furthermore, as discussed on page 16 
ll1 the paragraph following equation 22, it is felt that a factor 
of 1/6 has been omitted from the Eyring equation. Inclusion of 
this factor reduces ~ Gf, however., and !;..." Sl is increased by 
approximately 3.5 E. u. thus becoming more positive. 
(d) Evaluation of the Diffusion Constant, D
0 
The experimental values of the diffusion constant D , 
. 0 
have been calculated from the equation 
D = D 
0 
e-RJRT ••••••••••••• . '. •. ... . . 
where En has been obtained by ~he plot of log D/T ver~us ~T. 
Values for D
0
, calculated according to the Eyring theory 
(pp.30,31) have been based on equation 38. As we are only 
concerning ourselves with the diffusion constant the equation 
has been.reduced to: 
2 1 
(v)3 ( k.T)2 ( RT 
Do = (N) (2tim) ( NP 
. v 
-(E + RT)/RT )~ 
e vap ) . ~ .... 
71 
For the evaluation of this equation it is necessary to know the 
latent heat of vaporisation. The data for these compounds are 
limited and it was considered best to estimate them by 
application of Trouton's equation(75 ) or preferably that of 
Hildebrand(76), which is a more accurate modification. 
Trouton's rule states that the quotient of the heat 
of vaporisation and the absolute temperature of the boiling 
point is the same for all liquids. This means that the entropy 
of vaporisation for a fixed pressure, is constant. Results 
indicate that the rule is only approximately true. By assuming, 
as does Hildebrand, that the entropy of vaporisation for a fixed 
volume is constant, a more accurate relationship is obtained. 
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If the range of temperature is sufficiently small the 
heat of vaporisation of a liquid may be regarded as constant and 
the Clapeyron-clausius equation may be integrated to the fonn 
AH 




is taken to be the boiling point Tb so that p
0 
:l.s an 
atmosphere, this becomes 
lnp (1-~)) 
( T 
.......... • .. -.,; 74 
= ••••••••••••• 75 
where f-. S is the Trouton entropy normally taken as 23. 
If we take T
0 
as the temperature at which the molar 
volume of the saturated vapour is 22.4 litres, then (if we assume 




and the Clapeyron-Clausius equation becomes 







where A S iS now the Hildebrand entropy, which for normal liquids 
may be taken as 22.1 so that equation 77 becomes 
log p = log T 0 + 
if p is in atmospheres. 
To 
2.'-!D- 4.83 T •••••••••• 78 
With p as one atmosphere and T as the boiling point, Tb' 
values of T may be obtained by numerical solution of the above 
0 
equation. Thus, if the vapour pressure of a liquid is known at 
different temperatures the heat of vaporisation can be evaluated 
from the Clapeyron-Clausius equation. If, however, only the 
boiling point is knovm, T 
0 
can be evaluated and since 
A H = T AS where D. S is the Hildebrand entropy, the heat of vap o-
vaporisation can also be obtained and from this the energy of 
vaporisation, since b E = ~ H· - RT. vap vap 
In the following table the vnlues for h H and AE vap vap 
calculated from equations 73 and 78, are given together vdth the 
maximum, minimum and mean values of the results in the literature( 55~ 
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Table 26: Latent heats and energies of vaporisation 
i Calculated Literature 
I Compound .AH AE AH vap vap vup 
I kcal./mole kcal./mole kcal./mole Max. Min. 1~ean 
Mel 7.06 6.43 6.54 6.51 6.52 
Eti 7.79 7.10 7.85 7.11 7.17 
nPri 8.56 7.79 
8.24 
:·;(' 
is aPr I 7 .'52 
nBui 9.26 8.46 8.45 8.43 8.44 
isoBui 9.03 8. 25 
secBui 9.02 8.24 
EtBr 6. 96 6.34 6. 72 6.38 6.58 
nPrBr 7.78 7.10 7.13 
isaPrBr 7.51 6.85 6.79 
i nBuBr 8.55 7.,81 7.78 
I 
I isoBuBr 8.31 7.59 
1 secBuBr 8.31 7.59 
I 
I 
The calculated values for 6 H appear to be greater than the 
. vap 
values in the literature by the ~ount RT since there is good 
agreement between IJ. E ·and the figures in the last column. Since 
vap 
this column is incomplete, however, the values calculated for the 
heat of vaporisation have been preferred for substitution in 
equation 72 since any error that is introduced by this would be 
uniform throughout the series. 
0 
The values of D
0 
calculated at 19.35 C. from the experi-
mental values of D and En' together vdth the values calculated 
according to the Eyring equation are listed in table 27. The D
0 
value derived from the experimental values is temperature 
dependent and is lower than the value which would have been obtained 
had En been used in calculating it. Since the D 
0 
in Eyring 1 s 
equation is also temperature dependent it is felt that the value 
given here is ·the one with which the ~yring value should be 
con:q:mred although there might be.· a slight difference in the degree 
of the temperature dependence in the two cases. 
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An alternative method for the calculation of D is by 
0 
application of Frenkel's equation 
!'2 1 
D= o ~ 
0 
e-EJRT 
........... 41' •• 79 
whence D = $2 
o 6fto • 
In order to evaluate ,...,_ it has been 
0 
assu.'Iled that this is the time taken for the molecule to travel a 
~ . 1 
.distance Q, with em average thermal velocity of ( 8RT/ 1T M) 2 , where 
M is the molecular weight. 
r· 
The value of 0 has been taken as 
i 
equal to (V/N)3 o.nd the calculated values of D
0 
are also listed in 
table 27. By rights a D
0 
value should have been calculated from 
the experimental results on the basis of a temperature dependence 
1 
of T2 but it has been considered that, in view of the expected 
relationship with the calculated values which are at best only 
correct to the order or magnitude, this is unwarranted. 
Table 27: Compari~on of experimentally derived and calculated 
vCJlues of D 4 . 2 -1 X 10 111 cm.sec. 
0 
D Do Do I Do Do Do 0 I Compound Exptl. Eyring FrenkelJ Compound Exptl. Eyring Frenkel 
Me I 17.49 14.2 1.63 
Eti 6.68 16.5 1. 70 EtBr 17.62 18.4 1. 99 
nPri 4.98 18.8 1. 7.3 nPrBr 4.51 20.5 1. 99 
is aPr I 7.,78 18.9 1. 75 isaPrBr 6.27 20.8 2.01 
nBui zt. 28 20.7 1. 76 nBuBr 5.18 22.6 2.00 
isoBui 7.08 20.5 1.76 isoBuBr 7. 93 22.5 2.00 
secBui 4.93 20.7 1.76 secBuBr 5.94 22.6 2.00 
The Frenkel equation is only intended to give a rough 
estimate, of the correct order of magnitude, and this is achieved. 
The Eyring equation is supposed to give a better estimate, but 
there is no evidence of this in table 27, thus confirming the 
/ 
deductions of Graupner and W~ter(38). It will be noted that, 
except for methyl iodide and ethyl bromide, which, owing to their 
volatility, give the least reliable results forD , the Eyring 
0 
values . are much larger than the experimentCJl values and an order of 
magnitude larger than the Frenkel values. The use of the slightly 
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high values of Ji H .. in the calculation of the Eyring values will 
. vap 
tend to make these smaller but as this is involved as the cube 
root it should have only a limited effect. As was discussed on 
page 16 in· the paragraph after equation 22, it would seem that a 
factor 1/6 is nussing from the Eyring equation, especially if it is 
to be brought in line with that of Frenkel. : It is evident that 
division of all Eyring values for D in table 27, by 6 would effect 
0 
a much better agreement. 
3.3. Conclusions regarding the Eyring Theory 
By application of the Eyring equations it is possible to 
1 
mD.k:e an assessment of ~ 1 . and ( ). 2 .A3) 
2 from values of D, ") and T. 
In the evaluation, how·ever, experimental results bear out the type 
of model used in only very broad outline. From values of D, '? 
1 
and V/N, actual Cc.:'IJ.culated values of ). 1 and ( >-. 2 ~ 3 )2 differ 
markedly from those expected. This is in part probably caused 
by considering that the molecules occupy a nearly cubic packing. 
Apart from methyl iodide, where the diao.gr:~roent with Eyring is 
least, the molecules generally considered would in fact not occupy 
a cubic cell in a packing based on a nearly rectangular prism. 
Eyring has made mention of an alternative mechanism by 
which diffusion can occur. This is the bimolecular process 
whereby two molecules roll around one another and thus change 
their relative positions. This is in contrast to the process of 
sporadic jumping on vvhich his theory is based. It is possible 
that if the bimolecular mechanism were investigated more fully it 
would lead to a more precise model. It does allow for the 
comparatively small energy of activation for diffusion or viscosity 
when this is compared with that for vaporisation, i.e. with the 
energy necessary for the formation of a complete hole. Furthermore, 
the bimolecular model would result in small values of .)., 1• · 
It would, however, be necessary in applying this model, 
to review the process as the present theory has been derived 
ostensibly on the basis of the Einstein concept of D = qkT. 
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Thi.s concept would not necessarily apply to the bimolecular model, 
and . if it did would have to be specially derived. This argument 
applies equally· to other models vrhich might be put forward and for 
which it is as difficult to cater. 
The theory of Born and Green, while more rigorous than . 
those which give only an order of mag;nitude, cannot be applied to 
experimental results as the distribution ftmctions and internal 
forces have not been evaluated for complex molecules. Their 
theory does not lead to equations for the evaluation of diffusion 
and viscosity coefficients which are more accurate than those of 
Eyring. 
For the evaluation of the frequency of jump, Eyring has 
used a more precise model than has Frenkel but this has not 
resulted in better results in the calculation of absolute values 
of the diffusion constant. The Eyring frequency is given in tenns 
of the activated complex and enables one to calculate free energies 
and er.tropies of activation. The latter is of particUlar interest 
but when one comes to apply the Eyring equation, which appears to 
be a theoretical advance on that of Frenkel, there are too few. 
± 
measurable quantities to allovv a reliable evaluation of bG' and 
-
A sf=.· t '-' o be made. 
The Eyring theory leads to values which are correct 
·dnJ.y to an order of magnitude and it is difficult to see how this 
can be avoided from the approximations which have to be employed 
·· · in the. evaluation. 
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PART IV 
SELF-DIFFUSION IN A BINARY MIXTURE 
4.1. Theoretical and Historical Background 
4.1 .1. General Considerations 
In order to understand self-diffusion in a mixture it is 
necessary to consider the process of interdiffusion. This is 
actually rather complex. In a binary mixture of A and B, A and B 
diffuse individually along their own concentration gradients but 
in opposite directions. Each process will have an individual ... 
diffusion coefficient; Hartley and Crank(77) have called these 
"intrinsic" diffusion coefficients. 
These intrinsic coefficients CQ~ not necessnrily related. 
Associated vvith the movement of each molecule is a volume, and it 
is almost inevitable that the volume of AJransported in one 
direction will not equal that of B transported in the other 
direction. As Hartley and Crank have pointed out, a mass-flow 
must take place in order to maintain balonce. This mass-flow is 
to be distinguished from the random mixing process which 
characterises pure diffusion. Thus, an interdiffusion coefficient 
is a composite of the intrinsic diffusion coefficients and the mass-
flow. Prior to Hartley and Crank's paper, the truth of this had 
already been realised in the case of metaJ..·s and the existence of 
mnss-flmv had been demonstrated by the experiments of Smigelskas 
and Kirkendall(7B). They showed that inert markers placed at the 
boundary between zinc and copper undervvent progressive displacement 
as a result of mass-flavv arising from lack of bnlance between the 
volrnne diffusion of zinc in one direction and of copper in the 
opposite direction. The soli~ state often cannot accommodate the 
amount of mass:-:-flow required, with the result that metalic 
interdiffusion is then acco~anied by formation of cavities. 
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It is. clear that it would be preferable, on theoretical 
grounds at least, to measure intrinsic diffusion coefficients, as 
these refer to true diffusion of each constituent along its own 
concentration gradient. If some of the molecules A are labelled 
in one part of a uniform mixttire of A and B, the self-diffusion 
coefficient of labelled A in the mixture will be a measure of the 
intrinsic coefficient of A. The same applies to B and the use of 
isotopes, therefore, presents itself as the only means of measuring 
intrinsic diffusion coefficients in liquid mixtures. Furthermore, 
the conditions required for carrying out experiments of this nature 
necessitate the absence of concentration gradients, so that, where 
the diffusion is strongly concentration dependent, only one 
measurement is required at eaCh concentration instead of the 
cumbersome procedure mentioned in 1.1.8, {p. 18, pnrc.graph 2). 
In the present instance, labelled material contained in a capillary 
tube vvas immersed in an unlabelled mixture of virtually the same 
composition and the self-diffusion coefficient was measured in the 
normal way. 
. 
By choosing different compositions, diffusion 
• 
coefficients of each component in the system could be determined 
over the complete range from 0 to 100 mole per cent. of each. 
4~ 1. 2. Literature Burvey 
In recent years, the significance of intrinsic diffusion 
coefficients and: the use of isotopes to measure self-diffusion 
coefficients of individual constituents in mixtures have been 
increasingly appreciated. The greater proportion of the reported 
work has been carried out in ionic solutions(30,40, 68 ' 79-88) where 
it is possible to evaluate these poefficients at very low 
concentrations. The theories of Ner.nst( 89), Onsager and Fuoss( 90~ 
and Onsager( 9i) which are derived for these concentrations, have 
been examined and agreement with the experimentally derived values 
is good, . Measurements have been made of the self-diffusion 
coefficients of both ionic species of a dissolved salt (3 2, 67' 88' 92-94), 
and in a recent experiment Wa:ng( 95) has, in addition, evaluated the 
91 
lf __ , · .p..p • ff · · t f th 1 t t · H 0.1 8 and se -u~~~us~on coe ~c~en o · e so ven , wa er, USlng 2 , 
he discusses the effect of the ionic hydration on this. .He found 
that in certain cases the coefficient for water was higher than in 
the pure state. He has also measured the self-diffusion 
coefficient of ovalbumin and of water in aqueous solutions of the 
protein( 96 ) and finds that the coefficient for water is, in this 
case, lower than in the pure state. His work is a step forward 
in the elucidation of the structure of water in different solutions. 
In dealing with organic ~tures( 97-101 ) the method of 
evaluation of diffusion coefficients have mostly been based on 
· normal analytical procedures and the results are therefore mutual 
diffusion coefficients. Koeller and Drickamer( 102) studied the 
self-diffusion of labelled carbon disulphide in organic mixtures 
under pressure. 
4.1.3. Inter-relationship of the Various Diffusion Coefficients 
The first appreciation of the distinction between 
intrinsic diffusion coefficients and the interdiffusion coefficient 
appeared in studies of diffusion in metals. In 1942 Johnson ( 103) 
measured self-diffusion coefficients of gold and of silver in an 
alloy containing·50.8 atomic per cent. silver using radio-isotopes, 
and showed that they were very different. They also differed from 
the "chemical diffusion coefficient", i.e. the inter-diffusion 
coefficient, measured in the usual way over a small concentration 
range to avoid effects due to concentration dependence. Some years 
after this excellent experimehtal study, Darken ( 1 04) showed a clear 
appreciation of the relationship between the intrinsic coefficient 
and the inter-diffusion coefficient in metals and the part played 
by mass-flow in the latter. He thus anticipated the paper of 
Hartley and Crank(77), and arrived at essentially the same equation 
relating the coefficients as they did. This equation has also been 
(105 106 107) derived more recently by other workers ' ' • The 
. relationship derived by Hartley and Crank may be written in the form 
I 
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where Dv is the mutual or interdiffusion coefficient, DA and DB 
are the two intrinsic coefficients, CA and CB the concentrations 
of each component in moles per unit volume and VA and VB the 
respective molar volumes of components A and B in the mixture of 
A and B. A defect of Darken's treatment is that he assumed equal 
molecular volumes for his two interdiffusing metals and thus arrived 
at the equation 
~ .. ·•·•·•••••••••• 81 
where N A and NB are the mole-fractions of A and of B, respectively. 
The assumption is quite unnecessary and equation 80 is therefore 
preferable to that proposed by Darken. 
According to equation 80, interdiffusion coefficients 
should always lie between the intrinsic diffusion coefficients, 
The data of Johnson do not in fact appear to conform 
to this, since the interdiffusion coefficients for his alloy at 
various temperatures were roughly equal to the sum of the 
self-diffusion coefficient of silver and of gold. Darken( 104) 
pointed out that, in a non-ideal mixture, the intrinsic diffusion 
coefficient is not identical with the self-diffusion coefficient 
and the latter must therefore be distinguished by the symbols 
D* d D* A an W It will be shovm in 4.5. (p. 102), that 
D D* d ln a:A = D~ d ln NAfA 
A = A d ln C A A d ln C A •••••••• 82 
where aA is the activity, NA the mole fraction and fA the activity 
coefficient of A in the mixture. A similar expression holds for 
. N 
S . C . A DlCe A= NV NV 
A A+ B B 
it can be shown that d ln CA = N V + 1\LVB A l\. --B 
By substitution in equation 80, 
Dy= 
d ln NAfA 
d ln NA 
. . •••••••••••••. 83 
I 
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(108) d ln NAfA = d ln NB~B since according to the Duhem relationship ---;.;;.....;~ --
d ln NA d ln NB 
Darken shdvved that; tising the values of Wagner and 
Engelhru.'"'dt ( 109) ·for activity coefficients of silver and of gold in 
an alloy, values of D calculated by equation 83, from Johnson1 s 
v . 
*. * values of DA and DB' agreed well with the experimental values of Dv• 
In liquids intrinsic diffusion·coefficients cannot be 
measured directly, but in metals the extent of mass-flow can be 
followed by inert markers and used to evaluate DA and ~B· Ih 
this way Seith and Kottmann( 110) obtained DA and DB for a silver-gold 
alloy of the.same composition as use~ by Johnson. They were able to 
prove that these values were related to D~ and D~ by equation 82. 
In the present experiments, it can be assumed that 
mixtures were nearly ideal, that is fA is unity, whence 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 84: • 
4. 2. ~xperimental 
4. 2. 1 • General Procedure 
Use has been made of two of the compounds for which 
self-diffusion coefficients have been determined and found to be 
reasonably different. Ethyl iodide and n-butyl iodide were chosen 
as being the most sUitable as· they have coefficients of 2. 212 and 
-5 2 -1 0 1.347 x 10 cm.sec. , respective~, at 19.35 c. The difference 
between the coefficients for methyl iodide and n-butyl iodide is 
great~r but the low boiling point of methyl iodide would have 
complicated the technique unnecessarily. As it was, the 
preferential evaporation of ethyl iodide from the mixtures caused 
difficulty. The iodides were preferred to the bromides.since 
iodine-131 has the longer half-life and was generally alw~s 
available. 
Self-diffusion coefficients were measured for the 
individual compounds at five different concentrations and values 
for the diffusion coefficients of each of the pure compounds into 
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the other vvere obtained, On the whole the experiments were carried 
out at 19.35°C. but for the 1:1 ·male ratio mixture, and pure ethyl 
iodide into pure n-butyl iodide, coefficients were measured at three 
temperatures so that the energies of activation could be evaluated. 
The follovving viscosities were also determined: 
(a) 0 viscosity of the equimolar mixtures at 7.35, 19.3~ and 30.0 C,, 
and, (b) viscosities of two other ~cixtures at 19.35°C. The former 
enabled comparison of activation energies to be made, and from a 
plot of viscosities at 19.35°C., see figure 17, the viscosity of 
any mixture at this temperature could be estimated and used to 
compute values of D. The procedure adopted for these deter.mina-
tions was the same as that detailed in 2. 4. 2. (pp. 66, 67 ) • For 
the purposes of calculation it was assumed that the heat of 
solution was negligible and that there was no resultant volume 
change on mixing. Densities were accordingly calculated on the 
basis of the weights and volumes of the compounds which 
constituted the mixtures. 
4.2.2. Special Precautions 
Although the method used was the same as was applied for 
the measurement of self-diffusion coefficients of the pur~ cornpounds, 
certain added precautions had to be taken to overcome problems 
peculiar to measurements in mixtures. These are discussed in detail 
in the following sub-sections: 
(a) Evaporation losses 
Because· of the difference in boiling points, 72.3 and 
0 130.4 c. for ethyl and n-butyl iodide, respectively, the loss of 
ethyl iodide from a mixture was greater than that of n-butyl iodide. 
For each experiment, therefore, fresh mixtures of labelled material 
were made up, so as to ensure that there were no great changes in 
concentration from one experiment in a series, to another. In the 
making up of a mixture precautions were taken to restrict 
evaporation losses and the n-butyl iodide was always weighed out 
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first and the ethyl iodide added to it irrespective of which 
compound was labelled. 
The evaluation of the initial concentration C
0 
was 
complicated by this loss of ethyl iodide as reproducibility could 
not be obtained due to the small change in concentration each time 
the bottle containing the active sample was opened. In the case 
of labelled ethyl iodide the concentration decreased and for 
labelled n-butyl iodide it increased. Solutions for the 
determination of the initial concentration were accordingly made 
up prior to and immediately after the experimental tubes were 
filled and the mean taken of these values. The difference was not 
great and over the eight tubes the error should have averaged out 
since those tubes filled first would have differed from the mean 
to the same extent, but in the opposite direction, as those tubes 
filled last. Internal errors for each experiment were on the 
whole fairly small but in certain cases the reproducibility 
between eA~eriments was poor with the result that a large number 
of experiments had to be carried out. 
(b) The effect of density 
This effect was only evident in the experin~nts 
. discussed in 4. 4. (p. 101 ) , in which pure n-butyl iodide was 
diffuse~ into ethyl iodide. The densities for these two compounds 
are 1.6165 and 1.9383 g. per ml., respectively, at 19.35°C. with 
the result that when a tube containing n-butyl iodide was immersed 
in ethyl iodide the n-butyl iodide floated into the bulk liquid. 
I . It was therefore necessnry to invert the tubes for this experiment 
and they were attached to the central stem of the cells with pipe 
cleaners and this meant that they were not always vertical. The 
introduction and removal of the full tubes'from the cell liquid 
was difficult as liquid tended to drain out of them particularly 
on removal. The results were, however, reasonable and as they 
are .. intended only to give an indication. of· the type of result to 
be ,~expected no attempt was made to irrrprove the technique. 
I 
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(c) Possibility of exchange 
The addition of a labelled to another unlabelled compound 
gives rise to the possibility of exchange between the labelled 
iodine in the one ~d the unlabelled iodine in the other. If this 
occurs the diffusion coefficient measured is not that of the 
originally labelled compound alone but is that of n mixture. The 
composition of this mixture will depend on the degree to which 
exchange has occurred and might even vary during the course of an 
experiment. 
Two 1:1 mole ratio mixtures were made up with labelled 
ethyl iodide. The.one was used for measurement of the . 
self-diffusion coefficient of ethyl iodide and the other was kept 
at 20°C. for five days, Had exchange occurred during this time, 
the diffusion coefficient subsequently measured for this material 
should have been lower than that obtained for the first mixture, 
since the diffusion coefficient of n-butyl iodide is lower than 
that of ethyl iodide. Any effect that might have been apparent 
was, h~fever, masked by the loss of ethyl iodide from the mixture. 
In a later experiment in which a trace of n-butyl iodide was 
allowed to diffuse in ethyl iodide, tvvo successive runs were 
carried out with the same active solution. Because of the low 
concentration, losses due to evaporation were negligible. The 
diffusion coefficient measured in the second run was, if anything, 
lower than in the first one whereas if exchange had occurred it 
should have been highero Similar results were obtained when a 
trace of ethyl iodide was added to n-butyl iodide. Furthermore, 
in experiments carried out on the labelling of halides, in a case 
where no solvent was added the efficiency of labelling was found 
to be very poor~ This would indicate that in the pure state 
little exchange occurs and this would be even less at the lower 
temperatures encountered in the diffusion measurements. It is 
felt, therefore, that over the period of the experiments and at 
the temperatures used the effect due to exchange can be neglected 
as being so lirni ted as to be masked by the inaccuracies inherent 
in the method. 
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(d) Concentration differences 
Diffusion.was carried out from a mixture containing one 
labelled compound into a mixture of the unlabelled compounds. 
The COII!!?Oeition of the two mixtures WM as nearly the same M was 
possible but, since the two mixtures could not be made up 
s.imul taneously and the proportionate .loss from the smaller volumes 
of the active mixtures was higher, there must always have been 
some slight discrepancy between them. From the results obtained 
it was obvious, though, that the effect of these small variat.ions 
could be diSregarded in establishing the different points since 
the dependence on concentration, though marked over the .complete 
concentration range, was limited over small differences of 
concentration. In their experiments Mills and Kennedy( 9'+) 
investigated the effect of concentration gradients on the 
measurement of individual diffusion coefficients and found that 
this was only appreciable at the high concentrations where the 
total change in concentration was relatively large. 
The desirability of having the concentration of the 
bulk mixture equal· to that of the labelled one, and the limited 
amount of material available, made it necessary to fractionate 
the mixtures after every three experiments. Pure compounds were 
thus repeatedly used to make up fresh mixtures when their activity 
had decreased sufficiently. 
'+.3. Results and Discussion 
JUthough the number of independent results· obtained in 
this investigation is limited to eighteen the amount of work 
involved in their determination was considerable, particularly 
as most of the results obtained in the first tvrenty experiments 
were carried out under conditions which made the results suspect. 
A great deal of trouble was also encountered with temperature 
control of the constant temperature room, and stirring motors 
either ran too hot and vibrated excessively or stopped al togethe~. · 
- 98 ... 
In all these cases .results were suspect and had to be disregarded. 
In all some seventy-five experiments were carried out. 
0 The mean values of the results measured at 19!35 c. are 
listed below together vvith the self-diffusion coefficients of the 
pure corrqJounds as given in table 19 (p .. 74 ) , as these are the zero 
points for the ~vo series of self-diffusion coefficients. 
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It is apparent that the results for the two series are independent of 
one another and that they are significantly different over the whole 
concentration range • The coefficients for ethyl iodide decrease 
. : towards a value which is higher than the self-diffusion coefficient of 
n-butyl iodide in itself as the mole-fraction of ethyl iodide decreases 
from one to zero; that for n-butyl iodide increases to a value less 
than that of ethyl iodide in itself as the mole-fraction of n-butyl 
iodide decreases from one to zero. In their experiments on 
mixtures of water and alcohol, Hammond and Stokes(111 ) determined the 
limiting values of the interdiffusion coefficient by extrapolation and 
found that these differed from the self-diffusion coefficients of the 
tv-vo pure compounds in a similar fashion to that found here. The two 
values for the self-diffusion coefficients of trace amounts of the 
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interdiffusion coefficients as may be more readily seen from 
figure 16 where the values given above are plotted together with 
the curve for the interdiffusion coefficients calculated from 
equation 84. This interdiffusion curve is also dependent on 
concentration but to a lesser degree than the self-diffusion 
coefficients. Wang(112) measured the self-diffusion of glycine at 
low concentrations of the amino acid in water and his limiting 
value is in agreement 1vith that found by Lyons and Thomas(ii 3) for 
the·interdiffusion coefficient. At finite concentration the 
interdiffusion coefficients are li" this case less than the 
self-diffusion coefficients for glycine. According to equation 84 
this is not possible since the self-diffusion coefficient of water 
is higher than that of glycine and the interdiffusion coefficient 
should lie between them. The solutions are, however, not ideal, 
and Wang has shovm that, if this is taken into account by plot'ting 
Dv d ln NA / d ln NAfA in place .of Dv' as required by equation 83, 
the resulting values lie above * . those for D 1 . , as would be g ycme 
expected; that is the case is similar to that of the silver-gold 
alloy, Darken's discussion of which is mentioned in paragraph 3 on 
page 91. 
In the present work it has not been possible to determine 
the interdiffusion coefficients. Those would be obtained most 
conveniently by an optical method, but, as the refractive indices 
of the two compounds are not very different and the method could 
only be applied when the concentration differences were large, it 
would be of little value. 
The results for ethyl and n-butyl iodide in the 1:1 
mole ratio mixture were (1.588 ~ .009) x 10-5 and (1.336 ~ .006) 
x 10-5 c~sec~1 at 7.35°0. and (2.128 ~ .018) x 10-5 and 
(1.856 ~ .014) x 10-5 cm~sec;1 at 30.00°0., respectively. The 
viscosity of this mixture at 7.35, 19.35 and 30.00°0. was found 
to be o. 8356, 0 •. 7252 and o. 6521 centipoises. From plots of 
log D/T versus 1/T and log ~versus l/T, the energies of 
activation have been calculated and are given in table 29 together 
I 
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with the values f)reviously given for the pure compounds in table 21. 
(p. 76 ). 
Table 29: 
Compound System. 
Eti Pure compound 
nBui It II 
Eti Mixture 
nBui " 
Eti Into pure nBui 
En. 
kcal./mole 
1 ~ 98 .:!::. ,.10 
2.01 .:!::. .09 
1. 61 .:!::. .11 
1. 87 .:!::. • 09 
1. 71 .:!::. "08 
.. E' . 





As would be expected from the similarity of the En values for the 
pure compolUlds there is not an appreciable difference between these 
values and those for the mixture though the value for ethyl iodide 
is somewhat lower. 
I 
The value of E"? is also in good agreement 
vvith the En values and agrees with that for viscous flow in the 
pure n-butyl iodide. As a rna tter of interest the En value was 
also determined for the diffusion of pure. ethyl iodide into plire 
n-butyl iodide and this was also in good agreement with the other 
• 
values, which indicates that the energy of activation should be 
the same over a large concentration range, since the diffusion 
coefficient measured was a mean value over a vade variation in . 
concentration (see ~ 4. ) • 
In the discussion of the values of D1/T (pp. 25- 28) 
the constancy of these values ru~d ~heir possible variation vv.ith 
temperature were pointed out. A natural extension to this is that 
. . . ' 
at a given temperature in a series of mixtures DH"'j/T and hence D~~ 
might well be independent of composition, providing that molecular 
packing and spacing do not va:ry vv:i. th concentration. Viscosities 
vrere determined at different compositions of an ethyl iodide/n-butyl 
iodide mixture and are pre sen ted graphically in figure 17. From 
this curve and those in figure 16, Dlf.j values have been calculated 
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Table 30: VoJ.ues of D '1· for the binary sys~em. 
Mole fraction ~tl'/x 107 rJ€ "') X• 107 of Eti nBui 
1.0 1.31 1.23 
o.8 1.32 1. 21 
o.6 1.33 1.17 
0.4 1.33 1.17 
0.2 1.32 1.18 
o.o 1 •. 29 1.17 
The values for ethyl iodide are reasonably constant but those for 
n-butyl iodide are high at the _low concentrations of this material. 
This deviation is not unexpected since the change in D~ui with 
concentration is not linear whilst that for '1 is practically 
linear~ 
4. 4... Int~rdiffusion between. Pure Liquids 
As mentioned in 1.1.8. (paragraph 2, p. 18), 
concentration dependence is an important factor in the measurement 
of diffusion coefficients in liquid mixtures. It is hardly likely 
that a dilute solution of ethyi iodide in n-butyl iodide will have 
the same interdiffusion coefficient as dilute n-butyl iodide in 
ethyl iodide; since in one the main process is diffusion of a 
small molecule in a medium of larger molecules and, in the other, 
the ·reV-erse is the case. The data recorded in table 28 (p. 98) 
and plotted on the following page in ·figure 16, gives a true 
picture for this system. It is perhaps noteworthy that the 
interdiffusion coefficient as depicted by the broken line curve, 
varies less than the self-diffusion coefficients, but is certainly 
not concentration independent. 
Earlier workers have. often been l.lllable to avoid vdde 
concentration differences because of experimental difficulties, 
and it therefore seemed desiral:>le tq include some measurements· of 
this kind. · The e?Ctreme cases, .:diffusion of pure ·labelled ethyl 
·-' 
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the number of molecules per unit area per second, is 
Flux = -N D A 
where N is Avogadro' s number, 
and hence 
DA = -VA 
and if VA = qAFA = ""· qA 
DA :::: qA 
d CA - •.•••••••.•..•••• 86 
dx 
dx 
~ •••• •··•·• •·•·• •·•·• 87 d ln CA 
kT d ln aA 
dx ·······~~···· 88 
kT d ln aA • • • • • • • • • ... • • 89. 
d ln CA 
This will apply to any component A in a mixture and DA is therefore 
the intrinsic diffusion coefficient of A. 
Let us nmv consider a mixture in which component A is 
labelled with a small amount of radioactive A. 
material we can similarly write 
Die = 
A 
For the labelled 
.... •·• •. e. e •. • • 90 I 
but since ~ by its nature is equal to qA and since the labelled 
material is only present in trace quantities we can take a~ as 
:71: 
equal to CA and hence 
n* = A 
and from equation 89, DA = D~ 
vvhioh is the relationship giVen in equation 82. 
• • • • • • • .. • • • • • 91 
••••••••••••• 92 
In equation 91 it is difficult to evaluate qA. According 
to Stokes' law for a sphere qA = 1/6.1f:r"'J and it is probable that 
in any relationship qA will be inversely 'proportional to the 
viscosity of the medium and to a quantity 6'A which depends, 
according to Stokes ( 20), primarily upon a linear dimension of the 
diffusing molecule A, and to the inter-molecular distance according .. 
t E 
• (22) 
0 yr:LU.g • It is thus legitimate to write ~ = 1/'?6J.. but in 
a mixture, (iA_ is probably not independent of the composition though 
this may be assumed to be so as a first approximation. By 
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substituting for qA 
n* N\ = kT I rr A / ,,. A • • • • • • • • • •• • • 93 
and, .s was shown for the present case in table 30 (p. 101 ) , D~ f 
is in fact constant. 
'· ' ' 
--~-a; ..... 
SUMMARY 
The self-diffusion coefficients of Mei, and Et-, .riPr-
isoPr-, nBu-, isoBu- and secBu-iodides and bromides were determined 
by application of the capillary tube method and using iodine-131 
and brom:ine-82 for labelling the compounds. Viscosities were 
measured for those compounds for which the data in the literature 
were insufficient for calc~ation of energies of activation. 
The diffusion coefficients were of the ·order of 2 x 10-5 
em3Bec;1 with activation energies of 2 kcal./mole; determined from 
plots of log D/T versus 1/T. The temperatures at which coefficients 
0 
were measured were 7.·35, 19.35 and30.00 c. The activation energies 
measured agreed with those for viscous flow as is required by the 
theories of Frenkel and Eyring.. It was found that D j/T was 
reasonably constant for each coropound as is to be expected from the 
relationships derived by these workers and from the Stokes_.Einstein 
equation. Parameter values calculated from these various 
relationships were, however, in very poor a~emen-; with me 
expected values; those for the Stokes-Einstein equation were the 
most reasonable. Further application of ~he Frenkel and Eyring 
theories to . the experimen-;al resul 'is and -;o the results in the 
literature, indica'ie ~hat these '\theories are only very approximate~ 
Self-diffusion coefficients of ethyl and n-bu'iyl iodides 
were measured in mixtures of different CO!q)ositions. These 
coefficients differed·from one another and were concentration 
dependent. .Viscosities were also measured at different COli!POSi ti"c>ns 
of the mixture and D "'ry values at a fixed temperature were found to 
I 
be reasonably constant for both series of results. Activation 
energies for the self-diffusion of ~he two compounds at a fixed 
composition were in fair agreement with those for the pure c~ounds 
as well as with that for the viscosity of the mixture. The 
self-diffusion coefficients were discussed in relation to the 
intrinsic and interdiffusion coefficients. On the assumption that 
these mixtures are very nearly ideal the self-diffusion coefficients 
were taken to be equal to the intrinsic coefficients and 
interdiffusion coefficients were ·caiculated at different 
compositions. These interdiffusion coeffici<~nt::.: -::;urc foum: to 
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